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Two sides of the same coin
By Tanzeel Hassan and
Humayoun Ahmed Khan

W

ITH an ever-increasing awareness and rising competition in
the work field, the demand for
international education is growing among students. A UNESCO report estimates that this demand for international education will increase up to 7.2 million international students in 2025 from 1.8 million in
2000. While the students from all over the
world cross borders to discover better learning
opportunities for themselves, the situation in
Pakistan is no different either.
Higher education system in Pakistan has
improved drastically over the past few years.
A number of HEC recognised universities and
colleges have now increased to more than 190
which has automatically amplified student
enrolment manifolds. Despite this, many
Pakistani students choose to study abroad
because of the obstacles they face in the local
education system.
“Pakistani education system requires more
practical approach. It is not quite updated as
per the international standards. Foreign education system runs according to the needs and
requirements of students. It provides a gateway to job opportunities and also helps in
exploring further educational opportunities,”
says Nilofar Fatima who has acquired her education from Pakistan International School,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Ebad Ahmed, a former student of the Royal
Holloway agrees with Nilofar Fatima. He
believes that the foreign educational system is
more analytical than the local system. He cites
various differences between the two systems.
“The rote learning culture present in Pakistan
is an alien concept there. Notes, a set length of
answers are not appreciated either. In
Pakistan, the students for their ease, and the
system, due to its inefficiency, prefer, endorse
and appear to be pretty much comfortable
with the parochial approach.”
Yusra Jabeen, an alumna of the Southern
Methodist University also discusses the disparity she witnessed. “Local and international higher education system are vastly different. International universities cater to students’ needs. Everything is electronic and
runs without glitches. Everybody, which
includes students as well as teachers, is disciplined and works with absolute integrity.
There isn’t any corruption like we see in
Pakistani universities. The professors are
empathetic to students. Over there, professors
grade you hard but they don’t deliberately
want you to fail. They are wholeheartedly
invested in seeing their students succeed and
overcome any professional or personal hurdles they might be facing.”
Foreign education system has a competitive
edge over the local system because of the number of resources it offers to students, says
Hafsa Shaikh, a civil engineer from the
Arizona State University. Shaikh was enrolled
in an engineering programme at one of the top
engineering universities of Pakistan but chose
to complete her education from the US
University when the opportunity came her
way. “Contrary to the local system, the foreign
education system encourages out of the box
thinking.” She states that the free tutoring sessions and endless help from educators even
after the university lured her to complete her
degree from there.
The foreign education provides more options
to students, she adds, which can have a negative impact on students as well. “Unlimited
options often leave the student confused therefore increasing the rate of college drop-outs.”
Although the students agree that studying
aboard may improve career prospects, they
think, it does not hinder equal employment
opportunities for graduates of local universi-

ties. Fatima professes that it’s not impossible
to get equal working opportunities even if you
have studied from a local university. “Some of
the local universities are recognised internationally and are equally equipped with modern educational tools and standard. However,
this is not always the case as some of the local
universities have outdated curriculum. There
is no research work, students are disoriented
and are not well directed to the opportunities
they sought or desired to avail upon completion of the said courses,” she adds.
Hafsa Shaikh and Ebad Ahmed who are currently working in the US and Pakistan respectively also reckon that they would have
received same work opportunities had they
studied from a Pakistani university. “Yes, but
you have to prove yourself by showing your
passion and knowledge because foreign companies are not familiar with Pakistani colleges,” says Hafsa.
“Yes certainly. Because the field I am in,
requires more experience and connection
than academic qualification,” says Ebad.
Yusra Jabeen avows that her education
gives her an edge over those who have studied
from Pakistani universities, especially public
universities.
“It helps me get my foot in the door. But does
my US degree play any role in my hiring? I’m
not sure.” She argues over the problems students face during their job hunt despite having a valuable degree. “Unfortunately, ours is
a culture that thrives on favouritism, elitism
and nepotism. A US degree and a flashy
resume would mean nothing to a person that
has decided not to hire you for any reason.
Success based on merit is hardly ever the case
in Pakistan.”
She stresses that the quality of education is
far better abroad. When asked the reasons, she
said: “There is more funding for the education
sector, which means students get a better
experience from teachers who have done
award-winning work and produced quality
research. A US degree may have the same
name as a Pakistani one, but it is not, by any
means, comparable to that in Pakistan. We
have a long way to go.”
She reckons that if the local universities
adapt to some changes, they can impart the
same quality of education. “Universities need
to go online and have stronger websites and
databases. They need to put in stricter checkand-balances for teachers. They need to produce better quality research, and eradicate
the corrupt practices in academics. And of
course, revive student unions,” she says.
Asra Shaikh, a student of the Western
Michigan University also thinks that the
Pakistani universities need to more practical
work rather than focussing on theoretical curriculum only. Ebad Ahmed was of the same
view. “The system should be more competitive
and challenging with a special emphasis on
the understanding of the things rather than
learning it.”
Syed
Hashim
Hasan
of
AusPak
International facilitates Pakistani students
who aim to study in Australia. He believes
that students prefer to study abroad because
of the quality education and better prospects
available there. “The universities abroad continuously evolve and curriculum is updated
with global requirements. In Pakistan the curriculum never changes, they do not wish to
compete in the global market place. The
Pakistani universities do not make a serious
effort to collaborate and learn from their
international counterparts.”
“The teachers have never undertaken any
teachers’ training programmes. The people at
the helm are reluctant to innovate,” he laments.
Commenting on how the local education can
be made better he adds that the local universities need to hire the right people; those who
have served internationally and have the right

exposure required for the job. “You do not
need to be a PhD to do everything. There
should be one system with an international
level curriculum till 12th grade. The emphasis
should be on learning and research rather
than achieving high grades only.”
Fatima also highlights the importance of
quality research work. “More and better
research work can be beneficial. Curriculum
designers can take benefit from the research
and present a pragmatic solution to non-standard syllabus.”
She adds: “Students don’t go abroad only for
education; they seek a future, a lifestyle which
is financially and socially secure. They get better jobs opportunities with employment benefits, which they are unable to avail in their
home countries.”
It is then no wonder why most of the students seek higher education abroad since most
of the students are of the opinion that the syllabi in Pakistan are not only outdated, but the
academic institutions, too, do not encourage
critical thinking among their students. Sara
Sultan, a former student of London School of
Economics (LSE), believes that the foreign
education systems are better because they
encourage the independent thought process.
“Students are allowed to work on taboo topics in the LSE. When I was studying at a local
university in Lahore, I decided to work on
interpretations of war crimes. Needless to say
my HoD withdrew support and I had to change
my topic at the very last minute, whereas
LSE, on the other hand, was absolutely fine
with my choice of topics. I wrote on lots of controversial topics and ended up with a distinction,” says Sara.
Most of the students that Dawn spoke to

complained about not getting ample support
and encouragement from their professors and
universities.
For instance, one student complained how
the prevalence of the belief that the students
don’t learn anything substantial in their institutes unless they go out and work in their fields
has led to the downfall of quality of education
in many Pakistani institutes.
“Why do we have to rely on working in our
fields first to learn something that is supposed
to be taught to us at our institutes? What is the
point of paying hefty amounts to the universities if teachers focus more on the attendance
in class than the quality of lectures and subjects of discussions? Why can’t our teachers be
a little more productive than all the basic stuff
they do?” asks Rukhsar Sheikh, a student at a
government university in Karachi.
Which brings us to the point that Sara made
earlier on. There is a lot of difference between
the higher education system of Pakistan and
that of the other countries. “There is a special
focus on research and the research methods
are top class. My tutor gave me special classes
on research methods because I wasn’t aware of
many,” says Sara.
“There is no concept of rote learning.
Everything’s based on your own understanding and analysis which is rarely encouraged in
Pakistan. The student-teacher relationship is
based on mutual respect and understanding.
The professors treat you like an equal both
intellectually and personally. They’d rather
you address them by their first name instead of
wasting time in formalities and not learning
anything,” points out Sara.
Sadiah Khan, a lecturer at a private university in Islamabad, believes that the collectives
of systematic higher education, if not overwhelmingly, then robustly enough provide a
valid snapshot on the perils of the societal
framework that we live in and while there are
many gifts of being a budding adolescent, the
unchecked nature of following ingrained
social constructs, exudes a typically unfiltered
narrative from such individuals.
“As an educationist in Pakistan, it is my
observation that higher education in our country radiates a compulsion for students to cram
unsolicited information for the sake of a
matriculated grade rather than seeking a
coherent understanding of the knowledge
these same institutions ‘champion’ for domestically,” says Sadiah.
“Due to this very reason, there is a gargantuan void of students lacking any sort of intrinsic ability to critically evaluate a problem or to
arrive at a compromising solution – compromising, as it may require them to shed those
same ingrained social constructs that they are
raised by and to think along the lines of rationality and logic,” adds Sadiah.
She believes the students go abroad due to
the concept of deprivation in terms of opportunity, and class segregation rather than anything else. “If an individual suffers from deprivation he or she would have to ‘settle’ for a
Pakistani university as compared to their
enfranchised counterpart while most often
than not this divide catapults a siege mentality
which not only sheds innovation from an aspiring student it actually reinforces the class
divide among us,” observes Sadiah.
She adds more on this and says that the failure of Pakistani higher education institutions
comes in the fact that this class divide, rather
than being minimised is maintained with programmes such as self-finance, unchecked
chargeable tuition by for-profit organisations,
and limited access to financial aid for the
majority of enrolled students.
“With more private and public institutions
ever, it should be categorically embedded into

the national discourse that universities, similar to leading institutions in every developed
society, must be willing to accept fringe ideas,
critical thought process and self-discovery
rather than being a platform for providing
robotic instructional training to their students,” says Sadiah.
Sara, on the other hand, also believes that
the existing Pakistani higher education system can be improved by encouraging the critical thought process amongst the students.
She advises, “Let the students ask questions,
let them speak their mind, let them learn.
Don’t stifle their curiosity. Be more understanding of their inquisitiveness. No question
is silly — just let them explore the world of
academia in peace.”
Sara says that she believes the students go
abroad because of lack of options available to
them, university rankings and inadequate
research work. “My area of expertise is
‘genocide’ and not many people know what
that is. This is because it’s not being taught
here. I once asked somebody about the massacre in Srebrenica and the only answer I got
from them was whether it was in Africa?
Needless to say, it was quite disappointing,”
she tells.
While comparing Pakistan’s higher education system with that of the UK, she says that
even though there are lots of good things in the
latter’s education system, the academic institutions over there are still very expensive.
Getting into a good programme is a challenge
in itself because of the rigorous competition.
Though she believes that because of that very
competition, induction in a good programme
ultimately leads to better intellectual development, whereas, in her opinion, most of the
teachers in Pakistan aren’t very understanding and all good universities are inaccessible
to those who don’t have money.
According to Ms Inge Iqbal, DAAD lecturer,
the students go abroad, Germany in particular, because most of the German institutes
offer free education. “German higher education system is well-known for its excellence in
teaching and research. The German universities offer a wide variety of courses, sometimes
even with English as the language of instruction. At the same time, the trainings at German
higher education institutions are based on a
close link between theory and practice,” says
Ms Iqbal.
Ms Iqbal believes that not only Germany is
an economically viable option for many, but it
also leads to a better personal and professional
development.
According to her, studying in Germany enables the students to benefit from the educational system of the highest quality.
Muhammad Adil Ghani, a former postgraduate student at Peter the Great St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University, points out the differences between the Pakistani higher education
system and its Russian counterpart. Adil says:
“In Russia, the state-owned universities are
the best ones to get in to while in Pakistan, I
think, except for a few, it’s the otherwise.”
“There are many foreign professors who
give lectures and conduct workshops; they
come from Europe and America and are usually working in multinational organisations,
thus enhancing your understanding of the professional life,” adds Adil.
While there are many differences that have
been pointed out by the students, educationists and consultants, one that really stands
out is the lack of critical thinking. Pakistani
higher educational institutes can take a cue
from
their
counterparts
all
over
the world and should look to instil the
culture and values of critical thinking in
their students. n
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SI-UK — your bridge to top UK universities
S
I-UK was founded in 2006
with a single office in Japan,
and has quickly grown into a
global leader in the recruitment of international students to UK
universities with 28 offices in 17 countries and a continued growth rate of
6-8 offices per year. It is owned by
three British nationals, translating to
UK standards of quality which are at
the heart of the company. SI-UK
assists students from all over the world
making over 35,000 university applications each year. SI-UK is proud to
announce its entry into the Pakistan
marketing
having
opened
our
Rawalpindi office in May 2018 and

Lahore and Karachi offices in
December 2018.
SI-UK is an official UK university
representative. We maintain strong
relationships with our universities,
business schools and language schools
and other institutional partners, due
to which we have a 98% success rate in
gaining enrolment into UK universities. We believe international students
should have access to trusted, expert
advice about UK universities and
courses. SI-UK continues to support
students from their first enquiries,
throughout the application process,
and right up to their arrival in the UK
and throughout their life at university.

SI-UK is specialised in selecting the
right UK university for Pakistani
students. We review academic
backgrounds and career goals and
provide the students with a list of
recommended universities. Their
personal statement is then edited,
ensuring success in receiving an offer.
We are a trusted UK university
partner, specialising in all sort
of applications.

We believe every student is unique,
coming from different academic, cultural and social backgrounds. All of
the SI-UK global offices employ local
nationals in roles such as managers,
IELTS teachers, and consultation
staff, ensuring that you are given the
highest quality of teaching and advice
from people who have walked in your
shoes before. Integrated with staff
from the UK, we can ensure that your
every need is covered. Our service is
designed accordingly, individually tailored to you so we can ensure the success of the support we provide.
On behalf of the entire global team
at SI-UK, we would like to wish you
every success in your goal of applying

to and entering the university or college of your dreams. It is our mission,
and pleasure, to assist you in achieving this. The process of applying to UK
universities can, however, be a daunting and complex bridge for students to
cross: Who can I trust for objective
advice about what to include in my
application? How do I pick the right
university for me? Is my level of
English good enough?
We are specialised in selecting the
right UK University for Pakistani students. We review academic backgrounds and career goals and provide
you with a list of recommended universities. Your personal statement is
then edited, ensuring your success in

receiving an offer. We are a trusted
UK university partner, specialising in
all sort of applications. Our services
range from standard applications to
premium applications, including our
Oxbridge Service, MBA Service, Art
and Design Service, Medicine Service,
Nursing Service, Ph.D. Service, and
Visa Service.
More than 600 universities and colleges visit SI-UK offices worldwide
every year, our teams are well trained
and able to assist you in applying to
and entering the best universities of
your choice. We have direct communication with all UK universities, meaning your application will be processed
quicker and more effectively than

applying on your own. SI-UK maintains the same policies, procedures,
information control, and management
in Pakistan as we do in Japan,
Thailand, the Middle East, the UK,
and all of our other international locations.
Studying in the UK offers you people all around the world valuable
international experience, broadening
their horizons and offering the chance
to gain a competitive advantage in the
job market while meeting people from
all walks of life. n
Learn more by visiting SI-UK in
Rawalpindi, Lahore or Karachi for a free
consultation to discuss your future.
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University of Liverpool offering
life-changing and multi-cultural
learning experience

W

ITH a rich history stretching back to 1881,
the University of Liverpool is associated with
nine Nobel prize winners and is a founding
member of the prestigious Russell Group, the
UK’s leading research intensive universities. Our global
connections and pioneering partnerships include our innovative joint venture Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
(XJTLU) in China, the Singapore Institute of Technology,
Liverpool International College and over 150 exchange
partnerships with some of the best universities in the world,
all of which enables our students to benefit from a
life-changing and multi-cultural learning experience to
fully prepare them for the workplace of the future.
We have a worldwide reputation for teaching and
research by leading academics that addresses some of the
world’s toughest challenges. We teach students in state-ofthe-art facilities across our three faculties of Health and
Life Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences and Science
and Engineering, and we our renowned for teaching and
research excellence that specifically relates to the professions including Medicine, Dentistry, Business, Law,

Architecture and Engineering.
Of our 25,000 students, 8,000 travel from all over the
world to study here, and we have a thriving community of
219,000 alumni in 171 countries. Consistently ranked in
the top 200 universities in the world, we are first in the
Russell Group for graduate employability (DLHE 2016/17)
with 94 per cent of graduates employed or in further study
within six months of graduating. With more than 75 per
cent of our graduates receiving a First or 2:1 we are one of
the top 25 universities targeted by major graduate employers (High Fliers 2017). Not only does the University provide a friendly, supportive and inspiring student experience for international students, it also offers a generous
range of scholarships and financial support.
Life at the University of Liverpool isn’t just about academic excellence. With over 200 student-run societies
and numerous volunteer projects providing great opportunities for students to develop both personally and professionally, it is no surprise the University’s Guild of
Students was voted the UK’s best Student Union at the
NUS awards 2016. Home of The Beatles and Liverpool
and Everton Football clubs, with
more museums, theatres and galleries than any other city in the UK outside of London, Liverpool has a
global reputation for sport, music,
architecture, culture. It also has an
incredible range of shops, and restaurants and over 250 bars and clubs
which all contributed to the
University being voted the 2018
WhatUni Student Choice Award for
best ‘City Life’ and all of this is available in one of the most cost effective
student cities in the UK. n
You can find out more at www.liverpool.
ac.uk/international. Explore our campus, departments and facilities by visiting our Virtual Open Day at www.liverpool.ac.uk/virtual-open-day.
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University of Kent — one of the
leading academic institutions

O

NE of the UK’s top universities, the University of Kent
offers you outstanding
teaching,
world-leading
research, stunning study locations
and a superb student experience.
We offer a wide range of foundation, undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees, a year in industry opportunities, summer schools, and a generous
scholarship fund including awards for
academic, musical and sporting excellence.
The UK’s European university,
Kent has beautiful UK campuses
close to London, and study centres in
Paris, Brussels, Athens and Rome.
A successful future
We are dedicated to helping you
gain an advantage when the time
comes to embark on a career. We have
a range of initiatives including a
careers and employability advisory
service, Language Express, and
JobShop. And these initiatives work.
More than 95 per cent of our undergraduate students who graduated in
2017 and responded to a national survey, were in work or further study
within six months (DLHE).
Many of our courses also include a
placement year in industry. This
means that you get real work experience and the chance to put the skills
and techniques from your studies into
practice, all of which is likely to
increase your chance of securing a job
once you graduate.

Academic excellence
Awarded Gold, the highest rating,
in the UK Government’s Teaching
Excellence Framework, Kent has a
global reputation — three of Kent’s
subject areas are ranked within the
world top 100 in the 2018 QS World
University Rankings by Subject,
with a further eight subjects in the
top 200.
All of our academic schools produce
world-class research and we are
ranked 17th in the UK for research
intensity
(Research
Excellence
Framework). Because our academics
are engaged in high level research as
well as teaching, you study with some
of the most influential thinkers in
your field.
We are renowned for a teaching
style that brings your subject to life
and encourages you to think independently and we offer a wide range

of courses, including sciences, social
sciences, arts and humanities. Our
academics teach you in a real-world
context, focussing on developing the
skills, experience and knowledge that
enable you to compete effectively in
the global job market.
If you do not yet have the required
qualifications or level of English language, we offer flexible pre-sessional
courses
and
the
International

have a wide range of accommodation
available in different price bands.
Both our Canterbury and Medway
campuses offer beautiful locations
and all our accommodation is also
within walking distance to the university amenities such as the cafes, bars
and entertainment spaces.
All our students have access to a
widerange of personal support services. These include the Medical

Awarded Gold, the highest rating, in
the UK Government’s Teaching
Excellence Framework, the University
of Kent has a global reputation —
three of Kent’s subject areas are
ranked within the world top 100 in the
2018 QS World University Rankings
by Subject, with a further eight
subjects in the top 200.

Foundation Programme to enable you
to progress to your chosen degree.
Free English lessons are also available during your studies.
Superb student experience
With our wide rangeof student societies, including sporting and international groups, you’re likely to find
something to excite. You could even
establish your own society.
We also offer students some of the
best accommodation in the university
sector. Most of our bedrooms are
recently built or refurbished and we

Centre onthe Canterbury campus, the
Counselling Service, the Disability
and Dyslexia Support Service, and a
multi-faith Chaplaincy team. We also
provide comprehensive academic support facilities, including the Student
Learning Advisory Service, which
provides free study support and
advice. n
For further information on entry requirements, programmes and accommodation
and how we can help you achieve your
goals, contact us at internationalstudent@kent.ac.uk
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Successful, innovative and modern — welcome
to the University of Huddersfield

T

HE University of Huddersfield is
a growing centre of research and
teaching excellence and we
always push the boundaries of
knowledge. We are proud to have been recognised as a gold-rated university by the
Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF).
Facilities
The University invested nearly £156 million in exciting new buildings, top class
facilities and support services to ensure the
University of Huddersfield is an amazing
place to learn.
Huddersfield’s proud industrial heritage is
evident on campus, with beautifully converted
stone mills and a working canal. But thanks to
our ongoing investment, there are plenty of
impressive 21st century buildings too.
Pre-Sessional English Programmes
We offer a fantastic range of Pre–
Sessional English Programmes if English is
not your first language. The courses have
been specially designed to develop your
English and study skills so that you achieve
your full potential in your studies at
Huddersfield and your future career.
International Study Centre
The International Study Centre (ISC)
offers English language and academic preparation for international students who do not
currently meet the University’s direct entry

requirements. The centre is situated at the
heart of the Huddersfield town centre campus where ISC students can enjoy the same
facilities and accommodation as other students at the University. On successful completion of your preparation programme you
will progress automatically onto your chosen
degree course without having to apply again.
Enjoyable
With over 20,000 students from 120
nationalities across the world you can join
a vibrant social scene and a very active
Students’ Union with more than 110 clubs
and soc
i
e
ties. The University of Hudd
ersfield has been voted 2nd in the UK and
“outstanding” for the support offered to
international students in the well
renowned
Inter
national
Student
Barometer (ISB) survey 2018. We’re
delighted that our current students value

the service that we offer them.
Accessible
Leeds and Manchester are both just a
quick train ride away and it’s easy to reach
the rest of the UK by bus, car, train or plane.
Graduate Employment
We have an impressive record for graduate
employment, with 97.3 per cent of our undergraduate and 93.8 per cent of postgraduate
students in work or further study six months
after graduating (DLHE 2016/17). The Unive
rsity places a great deal of importance on
industry experience and therefore 100 per
cent of our undergraduate students have the
opportunity to undertake professional work
experience during their studies. n
To find out more visit www.hud.ac.uk/international or email international.office@hud.ac.uk

Birmingham City University — large,
diverse and a popular place to study

B

IRMINGHAM City University welcomes
over 24,000 students from some 80 countries to study with us. We are situated in
Birmingham, the UK’s second-largest city
with a population of around one million people. It is
the youngest city in Europe, with under-25s accounting for 40 per cent of its population. Birmingham was
named by travel publisher Rough Guides as one of
the Top 10 Cities to visit in 2015 and has been ranked
as the ninth most cost-effective city for students in the
UK. The university is midway through a £260 million
investment programme, renovations include four industry-standard TV studios with the latest Sony equipment,
a ‘green screen’ MILO studio, a 500-seat concert hall, a
fully-functional radiography suite, a 3D imaging diagnostic suite and an 80-station fitness suite.
In line with our transforming campus, we have
also transformed our curriculum with almost 350
contemporary, flexible courses, with practice-based
learning and international opportunities built into
every stage. Courses include Art, the Built
Environment, Business, Computing, Design,
Education, Engineering, Health, Law, Life Sciences,
Media and Social Sciences. We have professional
accreditation from organisations including the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA), British Psychological Society (BPS) and
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
Our New Technology Institute (Gamer Camp) is a
member of the Sony Academic Alliance, PlayStation
First and we are one of only five universities in
Europe to be developing on PlayStation 4.
Our 1,700 teaching staff come from industry, ensuring you benefit directly from their knowledge and con-

tacts. We work with Microsoft, Cisco and Jaguar Land
Rover. All students have the chance to gain industry
and professional practice experience through work
placements, Erasmus years abroad and sandwich
courses. If you want to earn while you learn you can
join our student employment agency ‘OpportUNIty’
which helps you find paid part-time work.
At the heart of it all is our student support system.
Our student enquiry service, Ask, brings together our
student support within a single enquiry service. In addition to Ask, there is the Centre for Academic Success
which provides all students with access to a range of
academic support services to help develop their study
skills, including report writing, revision techniques,
stress management, English language and numeracy.
In summary, Birmingham City University is a large,
diverse and increasingly popular place to study. We
put students at the heart of everything we do, giving
you the best opportunities for future success. n

Aspire Educational Consulting — we aim for your success

E

STABLISHED in
2001, Aspire Educ
ational Consulting
is a formidable
brand in the dominion of education consultancy in Paki
stan. Aspire maintains an
impressive reputation among
its audiences and its partner
universities worldwide. Since
inception, AEC has been providing judicious advice, guidance and assistance to students seeking education
abroad; and in its 18 years of
service has successfully pla
c
ed many aspiring students
in undergraduate and postgraduate programmes of top
universities all around the
globe, and continues to do so.
Catering to its growing
customer base, Aspire has
expanded its network of
offices, as well as increased

destination choices. Having
added North America to its
existing options, Aspire now
has partner universities in
Canada, Australia, Europe,
Finland, Malaysia, New
Zealand and the UK.
Aspire takes special pride
in representing world ren

owned Russell Group Univer
sities, including University of
Manchester, University of
Sheffield, University of Not
ti
n
gham, and SOAS among
many other prestigious varsities. Aspire is a prominent
name in the Pakistan market
for student placement and

offers premium education
consultancy services for all
its partner universities.
Student convenience is our
top priority. Aspire operates
on, and endorses, the one-stopshop concept, wherein students are offered an inclusive
consultancy package that covers career counselling, IELTS
preparation, admission application processing, visa facilitation and pre-departure
briefings for all its valued customers. Scholarship information is also provided as part of
the counselling process, and
any eligible candidate is
encouraged to apply.
Aspire instils a sense of
trust and confidence in the
students through provision of
authentic and accurate information on the university/destination of their choice. The

credentials along with the
aspiration of a student are
assessed by Aspire’s qualified professional consultants,
following which an aptly tailored range of choices are
offered to the student. Along
with relevant material on
various academic opportunities, Aspire’s consultants
facilitate the students in the
selection of a career and
institute that offers an environment conducive to their
needs and abilities.

Aspire Educational Consu
lting is a professionally run
company with multiple sub
offices in Pakistan. The management and staff members
are highly equipped and
have been trained by the
partner universities and
British Council in order to
stay true to their commitment of offering its customers the most authentic information that is also up-to-date.
With the dedication of its
capable team, Aspire will

continue to provide premium
education consultancy services to the student community, quality service to its

business partners for recruitment, and maintain collaborative partnerships with
Pakistani universities. n
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University of Leeds — a prestigious,
research intensive university
Top 100 university in the world (QS
World University Rankings, 2019)
The University of Leeds, established in 1904, is one of the largest
higher education institutions in the
UK. We are renowned globally for the
quality of our teaching and research.
The University was ranked in
the top 50 most international universities in the world by Times
Higher Education in 2018, reflecting our vibrant international community. You’ll be studying alongside around 34, 000 students from
over 150 countries and have access to a
worldwide network of alumni.
Leeds is a lively, multicultural city
in the centre of the UK, with the
University campus just a 10-minute
walk from the city centre. We have
everything you’d expect from the UK’s
third-largest and fastest-growing city
and we’re surrounded by beautiful,
accessible countryside. Leeds is also
the 2nd largest business centre in the
UK after London and one of the most
popular student cities in the UK.
Top 10 university for research in the UK
(Research Excellence Framework, 2014)
We’re proud to hold a Teaching Excel

est knowledge and discoveries as
they happen.
Our research expertise means we
can offer an interdisciplinary curriculum, allowing you to deepen
your understanding of your subject
area.

lence Framework Gold rating – the highest award possible. This means you’ll
benefit from outstanding teaching of the
highest quality found in the UK.
Our researchers are engaged in pioneering research — tackling the big
issues affecting today’s world. In our
drive to find solutions we draw on multidisciplinary knowledge right here on
campus. We work collaboratively to
tackle complex issues, working with
industry and business to develop innovative commercial solutions together.
Research is at the heart of your learning at the University of Leeds. Our academics’ research feeds directly into
your course, so you benefit from the lat-

Top 7th most targeted institution
by employers in the UK (High
Fliers Survey 2018)
You’ll be able to network with
employers and get industry advice
through our careers fairs, presentations, workshops and drop-in events,
including sessions specifically for international students. More than 650
national and international employers
target our students and visit campus
each year, including PwC, Unilever, the
European Civil Service, L’Oréal, Mars
and Jaguar Land Rover.
International scholarships
We offer a wide range of scholarships in most subject areas available
for international students including
those from Pakistan. n
To find out more visit our websitewww.
leeds.ac.uk

University of Essex providing excellence in
research for over 50 years

W

E are Essex: home to
the daring and the
tenacious, a place for
the ambitious and the
bold. We’re a close-knit, supportive
and welcoming community, with a
powerful and pioneering global outlook. We’ve been named University
of the Year (THE Awards 2018).
With almost 15,000 students from
more than 147 different countries,
you’ll find the world in one place here
at Essex. Rated as top 30 in the UK
(Times Good University Guide 2019),
we’re proud to have provided excellence in research and excellence in
education for over 50 years.

At Essex you’re taught by world-leading academics in a supportive environment. We have been ranked as gold in
the Teaching Excellence Framework

(2017) which means we deliver an
excellent educational experience. Our
trailblazing research continues to
change the world for the better and
we’re placed 25th in the UK for
research quality (Times Good
University Guide 2019).
We’re loved by our students too,
we’re ranked top 15 for overall student satisfaction (NSS 2017, English
mainstream universities).
This is your chance to become a
member of one of the happiest
groups of students around. All of our
three campuses are located close to
Central London with great transport
connections. n

5

UEA attracts students from over
120 countries

T

HE University of East Anglia
(UEA) is an internationally
renowned university situated
in an award-winning 320 acre
EcoCampus just two miles from the
centre of the historic city of
Norwich, and within two hours of
London.
With
internationally
renowned faculties of study in Arts
and Humanities, Medicine and
Health Sciences, Science and Social
Sciences, the university enjoys
worldwide recognition for its academic achievements and attracts
students from over 120 countries to
study on campus.
UEA has a student population of
over 15,000, of whom, around 2,500
are from outside the UK. Of over
150 degree awarding institutions in
the country, UEA is consistently
ranked in the top 20 for most academic subjects. The university has

Message
Shahid Saeed
CEO, ABN Overseas Education

O

VER the course of the last decade, DAWN has had a strong
grip on the education sector by
engaging students seeking international admissions by organising
Education Expo, which has built a
strong brand identity and established itself as Pakistan’s leading
and most result-oriented education
exhibition and has evolved into a
crucial first step in the educational
careers of thousands of ambitious
Pakistani students. Adding to the
credibility is the fact that it is
organised by DAWN, Pakistan’s premier English-language newspaper,
which is reputed for its credibility,
exacting standards and a readership that is affluent and well educated.
ABN’s brief intro
ABN Overseas Education prides
itself on being the most competent,

also been voted one of the best universities for Student Satisfaction
for 10 years running and is currently ranked within the UK Top 20
universities in The Times and
Sunday Times Good University
Guide 2016. UEA is part of the
Norwich Research Park, home to
over 1,000 scientists working in several world ranked institutions.
Our campus offers a wide range
of shops and services including a
supermarket, post office, bookshop,
ticket agency, a major bank, six
cafes/restaurants, a nursery and
the university medical centre with
a dentist and pharmacy. The campus also includes the £30 million
Sportspark and Sainsbury Centre
for Visual Arts.
The university library provides its
students with 800,000 books and
journals, 1,000 study places and

1,000 computers. There is 24-hour
access to a large number of networked PCs and wireless internet
access is available for laptop users.
In addition to studying, UEA students can participate in over 200
clubs and societies or enjoy the
vibrant culture of the campus,
including literary festivals, theatrical performances, live music and the
international ‘Going Global’ week.
The university’s award-winning
accommodation includes a wide
range of options to suit different
budgets. Starting at just £84 per
week, the accommodation is some
of the cheapest and best value in
the UK. En suite rooms are available on campus and in the university village. The standard rooms in
the unique ‘ziggurats’ offer stunning views of UEA’s broad and
parkland. n

fast and reliable source of providing
services to students intending to
study abroad. ABN is the fastest
growing educational consultant in
Pakistan. Our mission is to provide
quality and multifaceted consultancy in education and training.
ABN is one of the most specialised educational consultants in
Pakistan providing life- changing
opportunities by connecting its students with the top-ranking educational institutions around the globe.
Our comprehensive approach allows
clients’ the access to the multiple
areas where counselors advise students on educational opportunities
vis-à-vis the top universities in UK,
Australia, USA, Canada, Malaysia,
Netherlands, Germany, Sweden and
many other destinations.
ABN, in addition, assists its students regarding admissions and
career choices. Its aim is to provide
smooth application processing and
guide students in selecting courses
and institutions according to their
academic and financial backgrounds. ABN is also renowned in

providing expert visa and financial
guidance with regards to the respective high commission’s requirements and has a formidable reputation in securing maximum student
visas.
ABN counsels, refers and processes the applications of eligible
students for placement in overseas
colleges and universities; which
promote cultural diversity and
cater quality education.
We are committed to our students
by letting them know that we are at
their side. Through our hard work
and personal follow ups, we believe
we can generate the sense of security that all our students will experience and that is, ‘you’ll never
walk alone’.
ABN is also working hard to create awareness among the students
to conduct their own research and
encourage them to carve their
career, so that they may become
productive members of global society.
Choose ABN and let your dreams
come true. n
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Queen Mary University of London — world-class
academics, high quality teaching

Q

UEEN Mary University of
London is a global leading university, with world-class academics, high-quality teaching,
and a great track record for student
employability. There are over 25,000
students and around 4,500 staff in 19
academic schools and institutes.
Queen Mary has been a member of
the University of London since 1915
and one of the few institutions in
London with a fully integrated
teaching, research and residential
campus. Today, we are home to students from more than 160 different
countries. Our unique setting gives
you the benefits both of a large campus environment and access to the
countless academic and social opportunities of London – one of the great
world cities.
A member of the Russell Group, with
inspirational teaching directly informed
by our research — in the most recent

national assessment of the quality of
research, we were placed 9th in the UK
(REF 2014), 121st in the world and 14th
in UK (Times Higher Education
University Rankings 2018), 5th ‘best
university’ in London and 10th highest
starting salary in the UK (Sunday Times

University of Exeter providing excellent
student satisfaction

T

University League Tables 2016).
Queen Mary is part of the internationally recognised University of
London, a leading higher education
institution in the world. Queen Mary
students are able to use a host of
University of London facilities.

We teach and research across a wide
range of subjects in the humanities,
social sciences, law, medicine and dentistry, science and engineering. We are
based in a creative and culturally
diverse area of east London and our
site in Mile End is one of the largest
self-contained residential campuses in
the capital.
As a student at Queen Mary you will
be fully integrated with other students
from the UK and around the world.
This diversity contributes to a lively
and welcoming community in which all
can feel comfortable and at home. Our
unique setting gives you the benefits
both of a large campus environment
and of the countless academic and
social opportunities of London – one of
the great world cities. All Queen Mary
facilities are open to our international
students and we also provide specialised services and support throughout
the academic year.
Queen Mary recognises that studying at a top rated university is a major
undertaking both personally and
financially. We offer various merit-based funding opportunities at all
study level which may cover all or part
of the full cost of studies. n

HE University of Exeter is a
Russell Group university in
the beautiful South West of
England. The university is
ranked 12th overall (out of 132 UK universities) in The Times and Sunday
Times Good University Guide (2019).
The University hosts 5,000 international students from over 140 countries. In 2015 and 2017 Exeter was
voted the UK’s best university for
“International Student Experience”
(WhatUni survey). The University was
also placed 2nd in the Russell Group
for overall student satisfaction
(National Student Survey 2018) and
received a Gold award in the recent
Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF
2017) based on student satisfaction,
completion rates (96 per cent) and
graduate prospects (95 per cent).
Research at Exeter is also strong
across all subject disciplines. In the

most recent (2014) Research Excellence
Framework (a measure of research performance), 98 per cent of Exeter’s resea
rch was rated as being of international
quality and 82 per cent as “world-leading or internationally excellent”.
Students enjoy some of the finest
study environments in the UK. The
Streatham Campus is a registered
botanical garden, an environment The
Independent newspaper described as
‘sublime’. St Luke’s campus provides a
vibrant collegiate atmosphere in a traditional English setting. Both Exeter campuses are located in the city of Exeter, a
historic Roman city with an iconic mediaeval cathedral. The Penryn campus in
Cornwall boasts stunning contemporary buildings in an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, close to the sea and
fashionable port of Falmouth.
The Students’ Guild in Exeter and
FXU in Cornwall offer a wide range of

clubs and societies. There are more
than 220 student societies. There are
various theatre and music-based societies, orchestral and choral groups.
Exeter is also very sports-centred. It
was designated the UK’s “Sports
University of the Year” 2016 (Times
and Sunday Times) as a result of its
sporting performance (top 10 UK) and
teaching and research excellence in
Sports Science (No 1 UK in Times
GUG). There are around 50 different
sports clubs, an outdoor swimming
pool at Streatham and an indoor pool at
St Luke’s.
Accommodation is guaranteed to all
new international students entering
their first year of studies once their
academic offer is ‘firmly accepted’
(undergraduates via UCAS, Master’s
students by a tuition fee deposit).
There are many accommodation
options to suit different budgets. n

University of Birmingham ranked in the top
15 universities in the UK

F

OUNDED in 1900, the
University of Birmingham is
ranked in the top 15 universities in the UK and in the top
100 universities globally. We are a
founding member of the elite Russell
Group of UK universities, which are
heavily engaged in research and the
university has achieved gold standard
in the UK governments Teaching and
Excellence Framework review (TEF).
Our award winning Careers Network
supports our graduates with the skills
they need to secure employment and
we have one of the highest rates for
graduate employability of any university within the UK.
The university boasts a 250-acre
campus with numerous state-of-the-art
facilities. Besides teaching buildings,
we also have:
• University of Birmingham Sport &
Fitness Centre;
• Lapworth Museum of Geology;
• Barber Institute of Fine Arts;
• Bramall Music Building, featuring
the Elgar concert hall;
• Winterbourne House and Gardens;
• The Cadbury Research Library home to the internationally important
Mingana Collection, famous for containing the Birmingham Qur’an, one
of the world’s oldest Islamic manuscripts.
Over the next five years, the
University of Birmingham is investing
more than £600 million into its infra-

structure, providing an even more
innovative and enriching environment
for our students.
Dubai Campus
We have also brought all of our
knowledge, expertise, and global
renown to our new campus in Dubai.
Our pioneering students have the
opportunity to benefit from a British
education
and
University
of
Birmingham qualification, which is
recognised and valued by employers
and academic institutions across the
world. Our campus development in
Dubai marks the latest phase in the
University of Birmingham’s global
expansion and builds on our extensive

international research collaborations,
CPD programmes, distance learning
courses, and well-established international teaching activities.
The University of Birmingham is
proud to announce the opening of our
new office in Lahore. The head and
manager of this office is Mr Nabeel
Vehra and he and his team will be
happy to assist with any enquiries
about the university.
We also have a network of agents
available throughout Pakistan who
can assist you with the application/
visa process. n
For more information please visit our
website www.birmingham.ac.uk.
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WIT — one of the prestigious
institutes of technology in Ireland

W

ATERFORD Instit
ute of
Technology (WIT) is a
university-level institution in the South-East of
Ireland with over 10,000 students and
1,000 staff.
WIT offers tuition and research programmes in various areas from Higher
Certificate to Degree to PhD.
Waterford Institute of Technology
is one of the largest institutes of
technology in Ireland. It was established as a Regional Technical
College in 1970, and was the first to
be awarded Institute of Technology
status in 1998.
Over the period of this process,
and as a result of an international
quality review, the Institute was
granted delegated authority by the
National Council for Educational
Awards to confer its own Certificates
and Diplomas.
The Institute now confers its own
awards at all levels from Higher
Certificate to PhD, subject to standards set and monitored by the Higher
Education and Training Awards
Council (HETAC) which was established by the Government in June
2001, under the Qualifications
(Education and Training) Act, 1999.
The quality and standard of Irish educational awards is fully recognised
globally.
All Irish awards are included in the
national framework of qualifications
maintained
by
the
National
Qualifications Authority of Ireland.,

http://www.nqai.ie.
Waterford Institute of Techn
ology
has the highest number of students
within the Institute of Technology sector, outside of Dublin, participating at
ordinary degree level and above. The

while part-time student enrolments
exceed 2,500.
The range of academic programmes
is exceptionally extensive covering
the Humanities, Health and Nursing,
Science and Informatics, Engineering

Being the major provider of higher
education in the South East region of
Ireland, the Waterford Institute of
Technology’s current full-time
equivalent student cohort is in excess
of 7,500 while part-time student
enrolments exceed 2,500.
Institute also offers unique post doctoral programmes in a number of specialist areas.
Being the major provider of
higher education in the South East
region of Ireland, the Institute’s
current full-time equivalent student cohort is in excess of 7,500

and Architecture,
Education. n

Busi
ness

and

More information is at www.wit.ie.
Students interested in applying to WIT
can contact representative in Pakistan
Student Counseling Services 03041112424
or Ireland@myscs.org

Letterkenny Institute of Technology — a
gateway to bright future

L

ETTERKENNY Institute of Technology (LYIT)
fosters one of the most progressive learning environments in Ireland.
Our reach is both local and international;
attracting a diverse student body of more than 4,000 students from Ireland and 31 countries across the globe. They
choose LYIT because of our unique ethos that harnesses
academic excellence with career-focussed practical experience. It’s an approach that positions our students for
future success in line with their aspirations.
We also foster close relationships with the wider local
community. Our engagement and partnerships with indigenous and international businesses leaders strengthens
our student’s prospects in tandem with the prosperity of

the region’s economy.
Our modern integrated campuses in Letterkenny and
Killybegs aren’t just gateways to a bright future, but to one
of the most breathtaking corners of the world - with
Donegal named National Geographic’s ‘Coolest Place on
the Planet 2017’.

There’s just so much to discover. So take your time, and
stay a while to explore our website and see why LYIT is the
place to be.
The Institute has gone from strength to strength through
an impressive capital development programme allied to an
expansion in the range and level of programmes now
offered. All academic programmes up to Level 9 on the
National Qualifications Framework are offered by LYIT
under delegated authority from Quality & Qualifications
Ireland.
The Institute is currently developing its Strategic Plan
2018 — 2022 and, in conjunction with the evolving national
higher education strategy, LYIT is determined to maintain
its strong standing in the Irish higher education system.
Higher education is seen
as a means to a better life.
While recognising things
have been difficult over
the last number of years, it
is important that we
remain positive and that
we exploit opportunities
that will arise.
Higher education provides the means to navigate difficult waters and at
LYIT we will not be found
wanting.
The Institute is currently
developing
a
Strategic Plan that will see
the Institute and its community move into a more
positive stage of development. We have emerged
from the recession with
our ambitions intact and
we are extremely positive
about our future.
There are significant challenges and opportunities in
front of us. We are part of a
consortium working towards
attaining
Technological
University status, and we are
a strong collaborator in two
higher and further education clusters, one with a particular focus on cross-border
activity. n
More information is available at https://lyit.ie. Students interested in applying to LYIT can contact representative in Pakistan
Student Counselling Services 03041112424 or Ireland@myscs.org

Dorset College Dublin — home
to high academic standards

E

STABLISHED in 1983,
Dorset College is an
independent third level
institution which is
located in Dublin 1. A unique
learning environment with a
long-standing reputation for excellence in teaching and learning, we
have a strong focus on the provision of industry accredited programmes with good career and job
prospects as well as offering the
ideal platform for academic progression. We provide excellent
facilities and support to learners to
enable them to achieve their goals.
We focus on small class sizes, a
diverse student community with a
clear focus on high academic
standards. We are a designated
educational institute of Quality &
Qualifications Ireland (QQI). We
are also accredited by CIPD,
CISCO, Microsoft and CompTIA.
Our programmes of study at
undergraduate level 7 and the
international business level 8 are
internationally recognised. Our
offering also includes a wide range
of professional and short-term
courses that meet the needs of
learners at all stages of their lives
and careers.
A friendly welcoming student-centered learning environment with
teachers who support, mentor and
guide you through the skills and
knowledge and practical work experience to achieve your goals.
We provide learners with the
opportunity to build their professional and academic qualifications
through a career path that meets
their interests and aspirations in
their chosen career. n
More information is at www.dorset-college.ie/ . Students interested in
applying to Dorset College can contact the college’s official representative in Pakistan Student Counseling
Services 03041112424 or Ireland@
myscs.org.
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RMIT University — a
world leader in technology,
design and enterprise

R

MIT is a global university
of technology, design and
enterprise and one of
Australia’s original tertiary institutions. The University
enjoys an international reputation for
excellence in practical education and
outcome-oriented research.
RMIT is a leader in technology,
design, global business, communication, global communities, health solu-

tions and urban sustainable futures.
The University’s student population
of more than 84,000 includes 26,000
international students from over 150
countries. International students make
up one third of our student population
with more than 12,000 students in
Australia and over 14,000 studying offshore (including RMIT Vietnam).
RMIT Melbourne welcomes international students and provides rich
study and life experiences, close to
public transport, accommodation and
a vibrant lifestyle and culture.
There is a lot more to RMIT than
just lectures and tutorials. RMIT is
located near Melbourne’s social, cultural, arts, and sporting events and
within walking distance to the city’s
main recreation centres, food courts,
trams and train stations. This central

Macquarie University producing the most
sought-after professionals in the world

M
location also makes it easier for students to find casual and part-time jobs
in the area, to support themselves
throughout their studies.
When you study at RMIT you’re
part of a vibrant and welcoming university. As a student you can choose
from range of activities and programmes. RMIT has over 100 student
clubs, societies and collectives to
choose from. You can even start your
own club. Our clubs and activities are
a great way to meet new friends,
Continued on Page 19

King’s Own Institute preparing
students for successful careers

K

ING’S Own Insti
tute (KOI) is a
leading private
institution of hig
her education in central Syd
ney offering accredited und
ergraduate and postgraduate degrees, diplomas and

certificate courses in Accou
nting, Management, Busin
ess, Information Technology
and TESOL (Teaching Eng
lish to Speakers of Other
Languages).
KOI is uniquely placed as a
relatively small and compar-

ACQUARIE University
of Sydney is a public university in Australia esta
blished in 1964. It is reno
wned for its excellence in interdisciplinary teaching and research, real-world
approach to learning, highly skilled
graduates and first-class facilities.
The University offers a safe, welcoming and friendly environment for international students. Students from over 100
countries choose to study at Macquarie,
knowing that their culture and customs
will be not just respected, but celebrated.
The University has over 40,000 students
including around 10,000 international
students. With more than 300 lea
ding
companies located on or around the
Macquarie campus, our students can tap
into industry connections that give them
an edge in their future careers, while our
staff has access to outstanding research
and innovation opportunities with some
of the world’s leading organisations.
Macquarie University is ranked
Australia’s one of the top 10 Universities
and top 200 ranked universities in the
world as per Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU) 2017. The

QS Ranking of the University is #250 in
the world as per 2018 ranking i.e. among
the Top one per cent of the world.
Macquarie’s 11 programmes are among
the top 100 in QS subject ranking 2018.
Macquarie’s 184,000 graduates are
highly sought after, with graduate starting salaries ranked among the highest
in Australia for over a decade.
Hundred per cent of our research is
rated at or above world standard by the
‘Excellence in Research for Australia’
(ERA) ranking. In addition, Macquarie
University ranks 5 stars in all QS categories (i.e. teaching, employability, resea
rch, internationalisation, facilities, innovation, access and specialist subjects).
Macquarie’s engineering research-

ers helped develop the WLAN technology in association with CSIRO that
underpins today’s high-speed Wi-Fi.
The Macquarie’s Faculty of Business
and Economics is accredited by AACSB.
Its MGSM is ranked top 100 business
school in the world by The Economist
“Which MBA?” (2018) ranking.
Over AU$1 billion has recently been
invested in the Macquarie campus to
give students the very best facilities for
learning, research and recreation.
Macquarie’s library is unique in
Australia, with the country’s first
robotic storage and retrieval system.
Macquarie University has one of the
most generous scholarship programs in
the country and provides opportunities
each year over 1000 students to undertake studies at Macquarie University
through its Scholarships scheme. Unive
rsity is also a participant in Australian
Government Scholarship programs. n
Explore the possibilities at mq.edu.au or
contact Tanveer Shaheed, Regional Dire
ctor — South Asia & Middle East, Macqu
arie University at tanveer.shaheed@mq.
edu.au

AusPak International — 24 years in the
student consultancy business

atively new institute of
higher education in Aust
ralia that has already established a reputation for its
high standard of graduates as
measured by multinational
companies requesting more
KOI graduates of the calibre

A
of those they have hired.
Team KOI readily engages
with international and dom
e
stic students in harmony
and in close partnership
with business and industry.
KOI excels by retaining a
multi-disciplined team of
academics who teach at
other prominent Australian
public universities. These
academics are highly talented and credentialed professionals noted as being
keen practitioners in their
fields of study/ disciplines.
Why Choose KOI?
• Industry experienced
mainstream university lecturers and tutors
• Sponsored professional
internships in prominent
Australian industries are
available for high performing KOI students with good
English language proficiency
• State-of-the-art library,
world-class IT resources,
300+ computers and other
facilities available for KOI
students
• KOI Learning Skills
Centre (LSC) is available to
support students who arrive
with English as a second or
third language. It provides
academic and English support to students on the spectrum of entry-level English
to high-flyer writing
• Free print/ photocopying of 90 single sided pages
per week
• Centrally located campuses close to all major tran
sportations, work and fun
• KOI’s 2,500 students currently represent 68+ nations
and a multi-cultural organisation within a multi-cultural society with limitless
opportunities to form global
networks and lifelong friendships and associations that
are instantly rewarding: a
life-changing experience. n

USPAK International
was established in
1995 with the aspiration to facilitate students
from Pakistan who were
interested to study abroad,
Australia, in particular.
AusPak started from Lahore,
embarked on its ambitious
plan to establish a network of
offices throughout Pakistan
managed by highly trained
and professional individuals.
Today, AusPak has eleven
offices all across Pakistan and
two international offices one
in Melbourne and one in
Sydney.

AusPak International is
the leading education consultancy firm in Pakistan
representing
prestigious
universities and institutes
from Australia, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Canada,
United States, UK and
UAE. To complement the
confidence shown by students and their parents,
AusPak has developed a
one-stop shop concept by
providing
counselling,
admissions, visa advice
with pre and post departure
arrangements all under one
roof. It provides step-by-

step guidance to students
seeking admission to institutions abroad.
Our presence
•	We have been in the
student
consultancy
business for the last 24
years.
•	Strong ties with the
education and corporate sectors in Pakistan.
•	Strong AusPak alumni
of student’s network in
all the destinations we
recruit for.
•	We don’t just send students abroad but also

take care of them after
they reach their desired
destination
•	We have developed
strong relationships with
corporate and education
sectors of the nation.
•	We are pioneers in
streamline visa processing that's why we
are taking comparative
advantage.
Our HR strength
•	We have quality MBAs,
masters and graduates
Continued on Page 19
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AIBT Global offering the
pathway to future career

A

USTRALIA
Institute
of
Business
and
Te c h n o l o g y
(AIBT) is one of the top three
private
institutions
in
Australia specialising in vocational education and training
programmes to both international and domestic students.
In 2019, AIBT has planned
to offer more study streams to
enroll and graduate at least
5,000 students in the vocational sector. Established in
2015, AIBT has enrolled
more than 3,500 students
from around the world. It has
successfully
transitioned
from a small training institute to a reputed and diverse
organisation in Australia.
AIBT Global currently offers
more than 120 study streams
from
Business
to
Engineering, Aviation to
Hospitality, some of them
which satisfy the requirements of ANZSCO.
With world-class trainers,
immaculate facilities, dedication to service and innovative
pathways, AIBT offers you
the pathway to your future
career. Being a responsible
global citizen in the education
industry, AIBT wants to help
our students maximise their
full learning capacity by providing them with the right
tools, environment and practical training.
AIBT expresses its gratitude to past and current associates, students, graduates
and business partners. It is
you who are driving the AIBT
family and the sole contributor to its success today. For
those who are thinking of
joining, look no further, being
part of the AIBT family will
be a decision you will
embrace for the rest of your

life.
Study courses on offer are:
Aviation (including the newly
launched Commercial Pilot
Programme); business; hospitality; health sciences; community
services;
tech
sciences; and the School of
English.
AIBT’s head office is in
Brisbane (Level 2 & 3, 18 Mt
Gravatt-Capalaba
Road,
Upper Mt Gravatt, Brisbane
QLD 4122 Australia) with
campuses in Brisbane (Inner
City Campus), Sydney,
Blacktown,
Hobart,
Singapore.
We have 6-monthly intakes
over the year (January, March,
June, July, September and
October). It takes 1-2 months to
process your application and
visa, hence ensure you have
enough time before your
planned start.
AIBT partners with ALTOCAP
Flight School
AIBT has partnered with
‘Altocap Flight School’ to
offer a Commercial Pilot
Programme.
This programme consists
of:
•
Commercial
Pilot
License (CPL)
• Private Pilot License
(PPL)
•
Recreational
Pilot
License (RPL)
• Remote Pilot License
(RePL)
• Certificate III in Aviation
• Diploma of Aviation
(Aviation Management)
The programme is recognised in Australia and internationally and is approved by
Civil
Aviation
Safety
Authority (CASA). Enquire
today and learn how you can
fulfil your dream and become
a Commercial Pilot today. n

Saad Mahmood
Resident Director
AEO Pakistan

A

EO Pakistan over the past
two decades has established itself as Austr a lian and
Global Educ
ation Specialists
and
most
trusted
IELTS
Official Test Centre. Last year
AEO celebrated its 20 years of
excellence in provision of best
possible
opportunities
for
Pakistani students to study
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abroad at top ranked international
universities.
AEO
Pakistan operates as the official Liaison office for over 40
leading Australian institutions
and facilitates the enrolment
of international students at
these institutions.
Australia offers an internationally recognised education
and training system providing
world-class opportunities for
international students. Major
employers and professional
organisations around the world
recognise Australian qualifications. Australia is continually
refining and redefining its education and training system
while retaining the best of traditional values, such as the pastoral care of students and
excellence in scholarship.

Askaan Consulting providing
quality services to students

By Kashif Fredrick
Chauhan
ASKAAN Consulting
Australia

S

UCCESS
in
life
depends on a good
education, so explore
your Australian education
opportunities with Askaan
Consulting. Askaan Pty Ltd.
is a well-established consultancy in Australia with a
mission to provide access to
the Australian education
system to the prospective
students. With our 100 per
cent success rate in admissions and visas, you will get
an access to a range of
courses and degree programmes that matches your
career objectives. We represent and are well connected

with
high
ranking
Australian and Irish education providers with recognised and quality education
courses and programmes on
their list. Australian education and immigration landscape is complex and keeps
changing therefore, it’s
important that you and your
parents get advice and counselling services from our
qualified education counsellors and MARA approved
agents. Our counsellor
remains your main point of
contact throughout the
entire admission and enrolment process and your relationship with us continues
even after arriving in
Australia as our local team
or our alumni will receive
you at the airport and guide
in your settling process.
Askaan Consulting offices
are in Australia, Egypt,
India, Kuwait, Pakistan and
Saudi Arabia and we aim to
provide quality services to
you. Let’s get started! n

Australian universities offer
undergraduate and postgraduate courses covering a broad
range of disciplines ranging
from humanities and computing to engineering, health
sciences and law. Australian’s
public and private vocational
education and training institutions deliver training ranging
from accounting and applied
science to business studies,
marketing and hospitality &
tourism which is responsive to
your needs and those of industry.
Through strategic alliance
and
collaboration
with
NAVITAS, StudyGroup and
Cambridge Education Group,
AEO Pakistan also assists and
provides opportunities for students who wish to study in the

UK, USA, Canada and New
Zealand. Our extensive repertoire
now
includes
two
Australian university campuses in Malaysia and one in
Dubai.
AEO Pakistan is the leading
the IELTS Testing Service in
Pakistan, with conduction of
IELTS tests across 10 major cities
including
Islamabad,
Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar,
Multan,
Faisalabad,
Abbottabad, Sialkot, Gujrat
and Mirpur; soon we aim to
expand our operations further
to other cities of Pakistan as
well.
Along
with
IELTS
(General /Academic) test, we
are also offering IELTS for
UKVI, IELTS Life Skills and
Computer-delivered IELTS. To
further facilitate students,

9

AEO
also
offers
IELTS
Preparatory Classes at our
offices in Islamabad, Lahore
and Karachi.
At AEO Pakistan our clients
are our first priority and we
aim to help bring fulfilment to
your dreams. Visit our exclusive stalls at Dawn Education
Expo in Karachi, Lahore and
Islamabad to get on-the-spot
information for enrolling at top
ranked international universities and explore for yourself
seemingly endless possibilities
that remain out there to be
taken. IELTS Information will
also be available. We look forward to discussing your future
with you!
A world of amazing opportunities awaits you! Come to us at
AEO to start your journey! n
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Five reasons to study in Sweden

S

UCCESS in today’s
world is based on
coming up with new
ideas. Sweden is one
of the most innovative countries in the world that is
mainly because the higher
education system promotes
free thinking and creativity.
No matter whether you
want to win a Nobel Prize,
invent the next pacemaker or
Skype, or start a career at
Volvo or Ericsson, Sweden’s
world-class educational system will give you the tools
necessary to succeed today
and tomorrow.
Here are five reasons why
studying in Sweden is a great
idea.
1. Creativity is central
When you study in Sweden,
you’re encouraged to think
independently,
creatively
and critically.
This independence of mind
and the fact that everyone
can make their voice heard
are two of the reasons why
Sweden ranks among the
world’s most innovative
nations. Another is that
investment in research is
among the highest in the
world in relation to GDP.
Sweden’s status as a leader
in innovation and a home of
trendsetters and early adopters is nothing new: the list of
Swedish
world-changing
inventions is a long one and
includes the seatbelt, the
pacemaker and the music service Spotify. Which one of
your brilliant ideas will
Sweden help make reality?
2. Coursework is challenging
— in a good way
Sweden has a long and
proud history of academic
excellence and despite its relatively small population, it’s
home to some of the world’s
best universities. The entire

Swedish higher education
system is ranked as one of the
best in the world, and several
Swedish universities are
ranked by the Times Higher
Education and the Academic
Ranking
of
World
Universities as being among
the world’s best.
Swedish universities are
well-adapted to the needs of

international students, and
Sweden consistently ranks in
the top three in the world for
English proficiency. You’ll be
able to use Engli sh with
everyone you meet, from the
classroom to city the centre.
3. Sustainability and the environment are in focus
Environmental thinking
and sustainability are a part
of all aspects of life here,
including
education.
Studying here will give you
the chance to draw on
Sweden’s deep environmental experience and apply its
sustainable approach to your
own chosen field.
And it’s not hard to see why
Swedes are so keen to protect
the environment: nature here
is breathtaking, with huge
forests, beautiful beaches
and snow-capped mountains.
Sweden’s 29 national parks
and nearly 4,000 nature
reserves offer you the opportunity to ski, hike, fish, swim

and mountain bike
4. Equality and diversity are
central to Swedish society
Swedish society is known
for its inclusiveness and
equality – you may have
heard Sweden referred to as
the most equal country in the
world. It consistently places
among the world’s top coun-

tries in gender equality.
The belief that everyone is
of equal value contributes to
Sweden’s consensus approach
to getting things done, where
everyone takes part in the
decision-making
process.
During your studies, you’ll
learn how to balance different
interests, needs and ideas to
bring out the best in everyone
and solve complex issues as a
team – vital skills for your
global career, where teamwork
across cultures is the norm.
5. You’ll learn skills for a
global career
Many degree programmes
in Sweden include internships, which are a great way
to get real-world experience
while you build your professional network. If you’re
interested in research, doing
a master’s in Sweden can be a
great way to make the contacts you’ll need to carry on
and do a PhD.
The fact that Sweden is

home to the largest number of
multinationals per capita of
any country in the world and
is the birthplace of many
world-conquering companies
— including IKEA, TetraPak,
Volvo, Ericsson, AstraZeneca
and H&M — means that getting on the career ladder here
can really take you places.
Should you receive a job offer
while you’re still studying
here, you can apply for a work
permit and enjoy the worklife balance that Sweden is
famous for.
Bonus: life is international
student-friendly
So Sweden is green, creative, equal and open. What
else should you know before
you decide to study here?
• Everyone speaks English
– Sweden regularly ranks as
one of the top countries in the
world for non-native speakers
of English. That means you
don’t have to speak any
Swedish to study here.
• Public transport is widespread, and it works.
Sweden’s extensive network
of buses, trains, subways,
trams, boats, planes and more
can take you anywhere you
want to go, car-free.
• International students
can work in Sweden. Though
your studies are your number-one priority, there’s no
legal limit to the amount of
hours international students
can work during their studies. After completing your
studies, you can apply to
extend your residence permit
to look for work for up to six
months. (If you do want to
work, learning Swedish is
important – it’s often a
requirement for jobs).
• Sweden is clean and safe,
and the standard of living is
high.
Ready to get started? We
thought so. n

International Business School focusses on
practice-oriented education

I

NTERNATIONAL
Business
School is based in Europe with
students from more than 100
countries including Australia,
USA,
Canada,
UK,
Germany,
Denmark, Pakistan, CIS, MiddleEast, Korea, Africa, India, China are
studying at IBS and we are registered
& accredited in the EU, UK, USA &
China. All of our programmes are validated by The University of
Buckingham, so students will receive
a British degree issued by The
University of Buckingham, UK. We
offer a wide range of Foundation, BSc,
Masters and PhD programmes. All of
our programmes have a really affordable tuition fee compared to the UK
Budapest and Vienna – where we
have our campuses – are both really
friendly and safe cities, great places
to live in, and offer low living costs
but high living standards. In line
with IBS’ strong focus on practice-oriented education, it is fundamental for us to forge partnerships
with corporations.
We do whatever we can to help our
students prosper in their career so

300 top of line Business Partners
including Nestle, Vodafone, PWC,
Huawei, Samsung, E&Y, GSK, Shell,

Novartis, Sanofi, BMW, Air France,
Morgan Stanley, KPMG, Friesland
Campina, Colgate-Palmolive Ltd,
Unilever, IBM, ExxonMobil, Estee
Lauder, Porsche, Philips and many
more.
Our
Masters
in
Financial
Management is ranked in the top 100
in the world. IBS is accredited by the
European
Council
of
Bu s i ne s s
Education,
ACBSP & IAA
and
official
exa m i nat ion
centre for the
CCIP
Paris
Chamber Of
Commerce &
Industry. We
have
64
Erasmus partner universities
in
18
European
countries
which are all
excellent
higher education
institutions and are offering great study
abroad experience from Spain,
through Turkey up to the polar areas

of Finland.
We arrange ‘Career & Job
Placement Fairs’ at our campus twice
a year. IBS offers the following programmes:
• I nternational University Found
ation Programme, Foundation in
Engineering,
Foundation
in
German Language.
• Bachelors in Management, Mark
eting,
Psychology,
Financial
Management, Arts Management,
Diplomacy, HRM and Tourism
•W
 e offer 50 per cent starter Schol
arships for Bachelors Programmes
(IELTS 6.5 bands/TOEFL IBT 90)
• Masters in Data Management,
International Management, Mark
eting, Strategic HRM, Financial
Management, Service Excellence
and many more
• PhD in Business & Management,
Art History, International Affairs
and Economics
• Int’l University Foundation: 4,400
Euro (1 year), Engineering/
German 5,500 euro (1 year)
• Bachelors: 3,300 Euro/semester (2
semesters per year, 3 years programme)
• Masters: 10,300 Euro, MBA:
13,300 (1 Year Programme)
• PhD: 6,200 Euro/year (Minimum
3 years) n

Campus France representing French
higher education in the world

O

VERSEEN jointly by the
French ministries of foreign affairs and higher
education and research,
Campus France is dedicated to promoting French higher education
abroad, coordinating services for
foreign recipients of scholarships
awarded by the French government
and foreign governments, implementing specialised grant and
scholarship programmes, and providing support services for international students, scholars, and scientists.
To carry out its international activities, Campus France relies on a network of more than 250 local offices in
124 countries. A Campus France office
will be inaugurated in April 2019
within the premises of the Alliance
Française of Karachi.
According to the latest UNESCO
data, France is the fourth most popular choice of internationally mobile
students after the United States, the
United Kingdom, and Australia. And
it is the first non-English-speaking
country in the rankings, just ahead
of Germany.
Important advantages make France
a favoured destination: prestigious
postsecondary
institutions;
cutting-edge science and research; a central place in the European Union and
the francophone world; a proud history; a rich culture; and a renowned
quality of life.
Campus France has been a partner
of the Higher Education Commission

Campus France has been a partner of
the Higher Education Commission of
Pakistan for almost 10 years, and has
taken care of more than 700 scholars
who studied at a Master and PHD
level in French universities.
of Pakistan for almost 10 years, and
has taken care of more than 700 scholars who studied at a Master and PHD
level in French universities.
Campus France, the French
Embassy and the HEC have been
lately working on various projects,
dedicated to the development of
higher education cooperation between
France and Pakistan:
• The “French Week in Pakistan”,
March 2019, allowing more than 20
French universities to meet partners
and students in Islamabad, Karachi,
and Lahore
• The development of PFAN network
(Pak-France
Alumni
Network)
• Pakistan/France Joint research
programme under PHC Péridot

programme
Campus France in a few key figures
• A staff of nearly 230 in France and
more than 460 in local offices
around the world.
• Almost 80 websites in more than
30 languages.
•C
 ampus France provides services
for more than 22,000 international
recipients of scholarships and inter
nships; each year, it organises nearly
11,500 short-term visits (by experts
and researchers); it manages a hundred active agreements with foreign
educational institutions and governments for the support of 6,300 scholarship recipients. n
Learn more about Campus France at
http://www.campusfrance.org/en
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Your chance to pursue a career
in aviation

I

F you have always
dreamed of becoming
an airline pilot, then
this is the right time to
start your aviation career.
According to research by
aerospace giant Boeing, the
world will need an additional
637,000 qualified pilots by
2036. As people across the
globe continue to fall in love
with travel, demand is skyrocketing – especially in
expanding markets such as
Asia-Pacific, where a 40 per
cent growth is expected over
the next 20 years.
Pakistan’s
aviation
industry is at its nascent
stage
and
developing
slowly. The airline pilot
profession is without borders, as long as your ATPL

(Airline Transport Pilot
License) is EASA stand-

ard, any good international
airline will hire you based

Number of new pilots needed by 2036

on your skill and your certification. The ICAO CPL
Standard which is currently the norm in Pakistan
is simply not enough when
it comes to airline jobs.
Why is CPL the only
license
available
to
Pakistanis? Will you be eligible for a job with an international airline with a CPL?
What exactly is the difference between a CPL and an
ATPL? These and many
such questions will be
answered by our experts in
aviation
education
at
Mushna Aviation Pvt. Ltd. n
For further details visit our
website: www.mushnaaviation.com or call us for a free
consultation: +92323 3393775

IE focussed on academic
excellence

I

E shapes leaders who drive
innovation
and change in
organisations,
providing a learning
environment where
technologies
and
diversity play a key
role in fostering
global vision, an
entrepreneurial
mindset
and
a
humanistic approach.
IE
offers
programmes in fields
that include business
administration, law,
finance, international
relations,
architecture, big data and
technology, communication and media, and
human
behaviour.
The organisation has
delegations in 29
countries, and runs
programmes in cities
that include Madrid,

Segovia, Cape Town,
San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Providence,
Sao Paulo, Singapore,
and Shanghai. It has
been
recognised
internationally
for
the way it uses online
and blended formats
to transform the
learning experience.
IE’s faculty comprises more than 500
professors who teach
students from 160 countries, generating knowledge and developing
research projects with
social impact. IE also
has more than 60,000
alumni from 165 countries,
professionals
with international profiles who serve as
ambassadors for IE
around the world.
IE quick facts
• More than

30

postgraduate
programmes
• More than 60,000
alumni occupying management
positions in 165
countries
• 30% of our MBA
students
are
women

• 160 nationalities
are represented
on campus
• 60% of our students
receive
assessment from
IE Financial Aid
• Since
1973
focussed on academic excellence

• More than 150
companies
recruit at our
Annual
Talent
Forum
• 29 offices around
the world
• More than 60 student and alumni
clubs. n

Greenwich University — an
internationally acclaimed institution
Mauritius Branch Campus
Greenwich University is an internationally acclaimed institution in educational leadership for over 30 years
ranked 4th by the HEC among business schools in Sindh and 6th in
Pakistan. Greenwich is the only university from the Asian-Paciﬁc region
to have a branch campus in Mauritius
duly accredited by the Tertiary
Education Commission with a globally
recognised degree.
Mauritius — the tiny paradise on
earth
The Island Republic of Mauritius is
characterised as the tiny paradise on
earth due to its breathtaking landscape attracting 1.2 million tourists
from around the world every year.
Stunning beaches espoused by moun-

tainous inside, the island is adorned by
amazing waterfalls, hiking trails and
wildlife offers a lot to explore.
Recognised for its development and
high economic growth, it is also the
educational and technological hub in
the African continent. Mauritian society is multi-ethnic, multicultural and
multilingual open to diversity
enriched by cultural harmony.
Benefits for international students
Studying in Mauritius brings various beneﬁts for international students like hassle-free visa, low cost
of living, free healthcare and transport, and 20 hour/week working permission. Greenwich helps with airport pickup, accommodation, orientation, bank account and student
mentorship programme with a

Mauritian buddy to socialise
Campus life
The purpose-built campus is located
at the heart of hi-tech cybercity of
Ebene offering graduation and qualiﬁcation programmes like MBA, BSc and
ACCA,
foreign
languages
like
German, French, Italian, Spanish and
Mandarin along with short courses in
Commu
nication Skills, Branding on
Social Media and IT Skills at reasonable rates. The campus is equipped with
state-of-the-art facilities including a
library and a modern computer lab.
The campus offers multi-cultural
exposure featuring 11 nationalities
from the Afro-Asian region with comfortable and affordable hostel facilities along with indoor and outdoor
sports facilities. n
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MEC — accredited education consultancy
O

UR company “MASS EDUCATION
CONSULTANTS” (MEC) provides
comprehensive facilitation and support
services to the students in Pakistan who seek
admissions in reputable Chinese universities
and institutions.
Our group is established in China for the
last 14 years, involved in various fields of business activities between China and Pakistan.
However, in recent years, with the commencement of CPEC, our company took the task of
human development projects in Pakistan,
mainly in the education sector.
We are an accredited education consultancy having approval from the Chinese
authority to offer students recruitment services to Pakistani students. At MEC, we
endeavour to recommend the best possible

career pathway to our students, which is both
academically and economically viable.
The students are offered wide range of
Chinese institutions so that they can choose
the best possible plan as per their requirements. MEC, therefore, plays a very important role in students education planning.
We also offer several Chinese govt. and
local university scholarship programmes in
various fields of study, which many deserving
students can avail. The programmes based on
scholarship and special assistance can also be
customised if any deserving student can qualify.
Primary services we offer to the students:
•	Advise the students for the most relevant
and suitable academic options available.

Mass Education Consultants offers several
Chinese government and local university
scholarship programmes in various
fields of study, which many deserving
students can avail.

•	Career counselling by our qualified consultants who help the students make best
academic choices.
•	Assist and facilitate in fulfilling the procedural requirement of university admissions.
•	Students are guided for fresh admissions,
credits transfers, scholarships etc.
•	Assist and guide with handling visa
application procedure.
•	Provide post admission services, like
accommodation, logistics and other assistance where needed.
At MEC, we make every student feel special, as we understand that, this may be one of
the most important decisions that one can
make in his or her lifetime. n

APU among the highest rated
universities in Malaysia

T

HE Asia Pacific University of
Technology & Innovation (APU) is
amongst Malaysia’s premier private
universities. APU offers a wide range
of degree programmes in technology that aim to
nurture students into professionals and prepare
them for global challenges. The multi-cultural
student community comprises 12,000 students
from over 120 countries. APU was announced as
among the ‘Highest Rated Universities’ in Mala
ysia, being rated at TIER 5 (Excellent) under the
SETARA 2011, 2013 and 2017 Rat
ings by the
Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) and Malays
ian Qualifications Agency (MQA). Internationally,
APU also achi
eved 5-star ratings at the Qua
cquarelli Symo
nds (QS) in four categories —
Teaching,
Employ
ability,
Facilities
and
Inclusiveness. n
For more information, visit www.apu.edu.my/.
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Georgetown University in Qatar
producing global leaders

G

EORGETOWN University
in Qatar’s (GU-Q) unique
learning environment capitalises on expert faculty,
world-class facilities, and a history of
community service, providing the
same curriculum and allowing students to obtain the same degree as students at Georgetown’s campus in
Washington, D.C.
Located in Doha’s Education City,
GU-Q offers an internationally recognised Bachelor of Science in Foreign
Service degree in four majors, including
International
Economics,
International Politics, Culture and
Politics, and International History.
Undergraduates can deepen their
studies with a minor in Arabic, or pursue a certificate in one of three concentrations: Arab and Regional Studies,
American Studies, or Media and
Politics offered in collaboration with
Northwestern University in Qatar.
Students are supported by a dedicated staff and renowned scholars and
teaching faculty while benefiting
from state-of-the art facilities such as
immersive classrooms, language labs
and the region’s leading library for
international affairs. With a student

APU – Japan’s leading
international university

R

body of 288 representing 40 nationalities and a faculty-to-student ratio of
1:6, the university’s small class sizes
facilitate in-depth interactions with
professors and peers.
In addition, GU-Q provides a holistic
learning experience, encouraging students to participate in local internships,

to travel abroad for service learning
programmes, or to complement their
studies with a semester abroad at
Georgetown’s Washington, D.C. campus or other respected institutions.
By the time they graduate, GU-Q
students have gained proficiency in a
secondary language, analytical thinking, crisis negotiation, and cross-cultural understanding, critical skills
which have propelled graduates to
find success in careers ranging from
international affairs to sports management, energy, finance, healthcare,
research and communications, both
internationally and in Qatar. Others
have gone on to pursue graduate education at some of the world’s top institutions, including Columbia, Oxford,
and Harvard.
GU-Q is committed to providing an
affordable, world-class education for
every student and to meet demonstrated financial need through a combination of financial aid options. n
Students interested in finding out more
about GU-Q’s degree programme, facilities,
and the application process, should visit
www.qatar.georgetown.edu/admissions.

ITSUMEIKAN Asia Pacific
University (APU) is Japan’s
leading international university, providing a path to
global citizenship through innovative
bachelor programmes offered in
English and Japanese, and master’s
programmes offered in English.
Located in Southwest Japan, APU has
a student body that is 50 per cent
international and has students from
nearly 90 countries/regions. Thanks
to this extreme diversity, students
have an unparalleled and immersive
intercultural experience during their
four years.
Getting a degree in Japan is surprisingly affordable. APU’s tuition is
around 12,000 USD per year, and living expenses cost around $8,000 per
year. On top of this, APU offers
generous tuition reduction scholarships for international students in
the amounts of 30%, 50%, 65%, 80%,
and 100%.
There are also opportunities for
other scholarships and part-time jobs
both on and off campus.
APU has a 97% job placement rate,
meaning almost all students looking
for a job can secure one before graduation.
APU students are highly sought
after for positions not only in Japan
but across the globe in all fields and
industries.

Bachelor’s Programmes
College of International Management
Accounting and Finance
Innovation and Economics
Marketing

Culture, Society and Media
Master’s Programmes
Japanese Management/Accounting
and Finance/Marketing and Manag

Located in southwest Japan,
APU has a student body that is 50 per
cent international and has students
from nearly 90 countries/regions.
Thanks to this extreme diversity,
students have an unparalleled and
immersive intercultural experience
during their four years.
StrategicManagementandOrganisation
College of Asia Pacific Students
Environment and Development
Hospitality and Tourism
International Relations and Peace
Studies

ement/Innovation and Operations
Management/International
Relat
ions/Society and Cult
ure/Intern
ational Public Administration/Public
Health Management/Sustainability
Science/Tourism and Hospi
tality/
Development Economics. n
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Algoma University provides state-of-the-art
facilities to its students

A

LGOMA Univer
sity is a public
university
loc
ated in Ontario,
Canada. Algoma University
was founded in 1965 and has
three campuses in the province of Ontario, a main campus in Sault Ste. Marie, and
satellite
campuses
in
Brampton and Timmins. The
total population of the university is approximately 2,000
students.

Western University offering Canada’s
best student experience

F

OUNDED in 1878, Wes
tern
University ranks as one of Can
ada’s top research-intensive
universities, and is among the
top one per cent of universities worldwide.
Known for its exceptional academic
programmes, breakthrough research
discoveries and outstanding student
experience, Western offers a full complement of disciplines including more
than 400 undergraduate programmes
and 88 different graduate degree programmes, allowing students to tailor
their education to personal strengths
and career ambitions.
More than 38,000 students from 121
countries share in classroom experiences and engage in study-abroad,
research and volunteer opportunities
to broaden perspectives and knowledge. Western students balance academic achievement with opportunities for athletic, volunteer and social

Western offers
more than 400
undergraduate
programmes and
88 different
graduate degree
programmes.
engagement, fostering a strong community that extends to more than
300,000 alumni worldwide.

Its 12 faculties and schools include:
business, engineering, social science,
science, arts and humanities, health
sciences, medicine and dentistry, law,
education, music, and information and
media studies.
At Western, you will learn from
nationally and internationally renow
ned professors and researchers. You can
also complement your degree with a
range of co-curricular activities, including leadership and learning opportunities both on- and off-campus.
Western is considered one of
Canada’s most beautiful campuses,
filled with trees and green space,
beautiful buildings, dedicated study
space and impressive facilities. Our
extensive on-campus residences provide a safe and comfortable home for
students while they study, and our
city, London, Canada, is a welcoming,
diverse community of approximately
383,000 people. n

Programmes
Algoma offers undergraduate programmes in over 20
different academic disciplines including Business and
Economics,
Computer
Science, Biology, and Env
iron
mental Science. At the
graduate level, Algoma offers
postgraduate certificates in
Business, Computer Games
Technology, Mobile Software
Engineering,
Information
Technology and Computing.
Tuition and fees
Algoma University’s tuition and fees are very competitive. Tuition fees for
international students are
approximately
$17,500
CDN. Residence is guaranteed for international students studying at the Sault
Ste. Marie campus with
housing options starting as

With curriculum that spans
across the humanities,
social sciences and
sciences, Algoma University
offers hands-on learning in
state-of-the-art facilities, rare
undergrad research
opportunities, and the
chance to learn from
industry experts through
internships and
community-based
projects.
low as $8,000 per year.
Scholarships
International students
who have excellent grades
will be eligible for generous entrance scholarships. Students can earn

scholarships worth up to
$20,000. Students who
have studied at an IB or
Cambridge system school
can also earn up to one
year of university credit
based on their secondary
school grades.

Campus experience
At Algoma U, we live
boldly and with intention,
celebrating the values, personalities, and convictions
that make each of us
unique. Our professors are
accessible and future-focussed, with a view to preparing students for realworld challenges as global
citizens.
With curriculum that
spans across the humanities, social sciences and
sciences,
we
offer
hands-on
learning
in
state-of-the-art facilities,
rare undergrad research
opportunities, and the
chance to learn from
industry experts through
internships and community-based projects.
And with the most
diverse student body in
Ontario, situated in the
heart of the Great Lakes,
we have a vibrant student
community that enjoys
the outdoors, clubs, social
and cultural events, as
well as intramural and
varsity sports — go,
Thunderbirds! n
If you would like to learn
more
about
Algoma
University visit our website
www.algomau.ca or email
international@algomau.ca.

UAlberta bringing together the very best
researchers, teachers and students

T

HE University of Alberta, a
global top-100 university,
offers 200+ undergraduate
programmes in 18 faculties
and 500+ graduate programmes covering a multitude of disciplines.
Located in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, the main campus boasts
32,000 students from Canada and all

over the world.
UAlberta is one of the most international universities in Canada and
the no. 40 most international university in the world. The University of
Alberta ranks among the top 100
research universities worldwide,
bringing together the very best
researchers, teachers and students.

With funding for graduates and
specific international undergraduate
scholarships, UAlberta students benefit from a true economic advantage.
Additionally, graduates from the
University of Alberta have the highest employment rate in Canada, making UAlberta an excellent choice for
your education and future career. n
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Why study in Canada
S

O you want to study
in Canada, but you
need just a few more
facts before committing to
the full experience? Here
are a few of the many rea
sons why others have cho
sen Canada for their study
abroad experience.

Qualifications valued
around the world
Canada’s high academic
standards and rigorous
quality controls mean that
you’ll
be
earning
a
high-quality
education
that will open doors for
your future and benefit
your career over the long
term. A Canadian degree,
diploma or certificate is
globally recognised as
being equivalent to those
obtained from the United
States or Commonwealth
countries.
Affordable education

The quality of education
and living standards in
Canada are amongst the
highest in the world, but
the cost of living and tui
tion fees for international
students are generally
lower than in other coun
tries such as the United
States and the United
Kingdom. As such, Canada
is often the preferred
choice for students attend
ing college or university.
Multicultural society
With almost all of the
world’s ethnic groups rep
resented in Canada, it’s
hard not to find ethnic
foods and recreation activi
ties associated with spe
cific cultures. In fact, your
international student advi
sor can help you get in
touch with any number of
ethnic clubs and associa
tions for you to join while
you’re here.

Healthy and safe communities
While you may have
heard of or experienced
Canadians’ friendly and
open nature, you may not
have known that the
United Nations consist
ently ranks Canada as one
of the best places in the
world to live. As an inter
national
student
in
Canada, you’ll enjoy all of
the same freedoms which
protect
Canadians
–
respect for human rights,
equality, and a stable and
peaceful society.
World-class language
education
Did you know that
Canada is a bilingual
country and is considered
a world leader in language
training? Since teaching
French and English as a
first and second language
is an integral part of a
Canadian education, you
will be able to improve
your fluency and capacity
for either language as you
further your studies.
Exciting campus lifestyle
Canada’s post-second
ary campuses aren’t only
wired with the latest in
sophisticated technology,
but countless other mod
ern amenities as well.
From
Olympic-quality
sports facilities to public
concert halls and art gal
leries, Canada’s post-sec
ondary campuses offer you
enormous possibilities for

learning and leisure. Plus,
you’ll have incredible
opportunities to meet likeminded individuals and
gain valuable experience
through student-run gov
ernments, radio, newspa
pers and businesses.
Innovative and abundant
research opportunities
Since research is one of
the key components of a
Canadian post-secondary
education, you’ll have
ample
opportunity
to
become a part of this
vibrant aspect of educa
tion. In Canada, govern
ment
and
industry
together support research
including: telecommunica
tions, medicine, agricul
ture, computer technol
ogy, and environmental
science.
Land of possibilities
Under Canada’s highly
dynamic and hands-on
academic
environment,
you will not only acquire
knowledge and skills in
analysis and communica
tion, but you will also
learn how to express your
self, demonstrate your cre
ativity, and develop your
self-confidence! Teachers
and professors are always
available and eager to help
with lessons, and studies
fuse academic excellence
with interaction and col
laboration in the class
room. n
Courtesy - EduCanada

Sheridan attracting students from
across the world

S

HERIDAN is one of Ontario’s
leading postsecondary insti
tutions, attracting students
from across Canada and
around the world. We offer an envi
ronment of innovation and creativity
that inspires you to explore new ways
of thinking; from our vibrant, diverse
campuses to our rigorous programmes
and commitment to practical, experi
ential learning.
Founded in 1967, Sheridan is located
in Toronto with three campuses in
three neighbouring cities (Brampton,
Mississauga, & Oakville) and serves
over 25000 students of which more
than 7000 are international students
from over 100 countries.
We offer over 110 programmes thro
ugh Business, Engineering Technology,
Art & Animation, Health & Community:
• Bachelor’s Degrees (4 Years)
•U
 ndergraduate Diplomas (2 &3

Years)
• Post-Graduate Certificate (1 Year)
• Pathways from Diploma to Bach
elor’s programs within Sheridan
and to other partner-institutions
Highly regarded in Arts &
Animation, Sheridan is named “The
Harvard of Animation” for its high
standard and quality of achievements
of our graduates. http://spencerluy
ben.wixsite.com/sheridananimation
Our Centre for Advanced Manufa
cturing and Design Technologies
(CAMDT) is one of the strongest and
best equipped in North America, and
is the applied lab for many engineer
ing programmes including our
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering:
Mechatronics & Energy.
Applied, practical, and relevant research
Sheridan strives to solve real indus
try and social problems. This is how

we became a trusted research partner
across Canada, and it’s how our
research informs our education
Paid Co-op Work Terms!
Many of our programs have a Paid
Co-op Work Terms, where student
receive training through Canadian
companies, apply their learning and
gain experience.Working with over
450 employers to ensure we’re aligned
with the latest technology in every
field. Sheridan students were named
Canada’s #1 Co-op student of the year
for five consecutive years. n
Visit us at the DAWN Education Expo on
February 2-3, 2019 in Karachi, February
6-7, 2019 in Lahore and February 9, 2019
in Islamabad. For more information
please visit: www.studyatsheridan.ca or
contact us by email: International@sheridancollege.ca
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CPBC partners with DAWN to support the
DAWN Education Expo

C

ANADA Pakistan Business
Council is a not for profit,
non-political Canadian orga
n
isation,
registered
in
Ca
nada. The role of the Business
Council is to promote bilateral trade
between Canada and Pakistan, for the
mutual benefit of both countries. The
bilateral trade is built on fostered rela
tionships with the governments and
various high-level organisations in
both countries.
CPBC is pleased to partner with a
reputable organisation, DAWN/Herald
Education Expo, another avenue to
enhance bilateral relations leading to
trade in the education sector.
Education is one of the priority sec
tors in Pakistan and Canada offers top
class education in their institutions
throughout Canada.
Pakistani students now more than
ever have the opportunity to study in
the best educational institutions in
the world, whereas Canada has access
to recruiting the best of the best for

Pakistan. Canada provides a great
multicultural environment for stu
dent going to Canada. Canadians
honour their incoming students and
immigrants by supporting them to
integrate in the Canadian fabric and
provides the opportunity and free
dom to celebrate their culture and
diversity.
We are pleased that the DAWN
Media Group is holding another suc
cessful annual exhibition, the 16th
DAWN Education Expo in February
2019 which will be held in Karachi,
Lahore & Islamabad.
For the last fifteen years the Expo has
served as a unique platform to link pres
tigious local and foreign higher educa
tion institutes with the best of Pakistan’s
university and college going students.
Figures show that from Pakistan approx
imately 25,000 students go abroad for
their higher education.
Along with the Education Expo,
DAWN is arranging school and univer
sities trips for admissions team of the

participating international universi
ties which will give the universities a
chance to interact with students, their
parents and school counsellors.
The Canadian Education Pavilion
at the DAWN Education Expo is set
ting a trend amongst the highly poten
tial group of Pakistani students who
have the qualifications and the means
to contemplate further education in
Canada.
As per our strategic partnership and
MoU with the DAWN/Herald Publica
tions (PVT) Ltd., CPBC is pleased to
extend its full support to the DAWN
Education Expo.
Canada-Pakistan Business Council
was registered in Montreal in 1983, by
several local businesses of Canadian
and Pakistani origin, to promote trade
between Canada and Pakistan. CPBC
is a well-recognised as the “Go To”
organisation by both the Governments
of Canada and Pakistan.
We wish the DAWN every success
for their Education Expo 2019. n

Seneca provides enriching learning experiences
inside and outside the classroom

W

ITH
campuses
in
Toronto, York Region
and Peterborough and
education
partners
around the world, Seneca offers
degrees, graduate certificates, diplo
mas and certificates in more than 150
full-time programmes. Seneca’s com
prehensive
academic
offerings
include a wide range of disciplines,
such as hospitality and tourism and
engineering and technology pro
grammes.
Seneca’s flexible learning options
allow students to choose their own
path of study and learn in a way that
works for them.
A Seneca education is a polytechnic
education, combining rigorous aca
demics with practical learning, pre

paring students for the world of work
or further education.
Seneca’s expert faculty teach
30,000 full-time and 60,000 part-time
students. Seneca’s faculty are con
nected, respected experts in their
industries, with first-hand experience
working in their fields.
Seneca’s curriculum is developed
with input from industry, ensuring it’s
always relevant and leading edge.
Students work on real projects in
state-of-the-art labs and hear from
guest speakers with industry experi
ence. The institution complements
in-class learning with a range of
opportunities for students to acquire
practical skills and valuable connec
tions outside the classroom. Practical
experience enables students to relate

what they learn in classrooms and labs
to what’s happening in the workplaces
they will be headed to after gradua
tion.
Seneca also provides opportuni
ties to gain practical experience
through work terms at organisations
for students in their chosen field.
Working in a professional setting is a
great way to bridge the gap between
theory and practice an ideal opportu
nity to develop a network of industry
contacts.
When students graduate from
Seneca, they join thousands of alumni
who are making a difference in the
world, wherever they call home. n
Learn more at senecacollege.ca/international
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GAU — a truly global university

G

IRNE American Unive
rsity was founded in
1985 and has grown
from its small begin
nings to being a very strong uni
versity with over 20,000 students.
Girne American University is a
truly global university, continu
ously expanding its partnerships,
programmes
and
campuses
abroad. In the spirit of globalisa
tion, GAU has no borders and has
established study abroad campuses in three different
continents with its UK, Hong Kong, USA, Moldova, Sri
Lanka and Istanbul campuses.
GAU is a university which provides high standards of edu
cation for the students of over 135 different countries and
also it is the first university in North Cyprus that had been
granted the accreditation of the academic programmes
from the world wide recognised accreditation institutions.
In the Eduniversal rankings, GAU is emphasised as
“One of the Best 99 Higher Education Provider
Universities” followed by the result of the research “Best
Higher Education Provider Universities”(www.best-mas
ters.com) undertaken between 100 thousand of students
and masters programmes` analysis of 153 countries.

Facts & Figures
• Over 20,000 students
• 603 scholars
• 20,000 graduates
• 23 associate degree programmes
• 71 undergraduate programmes
• 41 master degree programmes
• 19 doctoral programmes
• 7 years of continuous and gra
tuitous scholarships
• 11 faculties, 7 schools, 3 voca
tional schools, 2 institutes
• Lecturers from over 40 countries
• A library equipped with the most up-to-date academic
books and resources
• An electronic library that has the most comprehensive
database
• Dormitory capacity for 1600 people
• More than 200 partner universities
• 22 research laboratories
• 9 research centers
• More than 50 student clubs
• Unlimited access to sport facilities
• Semi-Olympic swimming pool
• International convention center with a capacity of
1,500 people. n

University of Debrecen providing first-class education

T

HE University of Debrecen is
one of the most prestigious
higher educational institu
tions in Hun
gary, bearing
the Research Excellence title. Its his
tory goes back to the 16th century.
Almost 30 thousands of students study
here and among them 5,600 are inter
national from 100 countries. The
University offers the highest number
of English programmes in Hun
g
ary,
which is increasing year by year, and
counts 480 at the moment.
Being a research university, and
providing modern new facilities, the
level of education is first-class, there
fore the degrees of the University has
high value on the job market. Students
gain all the competencies needed for
the chosen profession, and enjoy the
vivid student life in a small school
town, Debrecen. In addition, the tui
tion fee and living costs are affordable
and students may study in the fantas
tic nice surrounding of our campuses.
Half of the student body study med

ical-related programmes. The most
popular ones are Medicine and
Dentistry. These two programmes
were offered first to international stu
dents 30 years ago in English, in
Debrecen.
Later there were introduced a series
of other programmes in English for
international students, and by now
Foundation, Bachelor, Master and PhD
programmes in a number of fields, like
Business, IT, Engineering, Agriculture,
Music, Law, Humanities, etc. are

offered. Applicants may find, espe
cially, a wide range of engineering
related undergraduate programmes:
Biochemical, Chemical, Civil, Electri
cal, Mechanical and Mechatronics.
Also, new medical related programmes
were launched some years ago; such as
Pharmacy, Physiotherapy and Public
Health. Of course, all programmes for
international students are taught com
pletely in English.
The main campus is the most beau
tiful one in Central Europe. Elegant
historical buildings and new modern
ones in splendid park areas provide a
perfect place for study and live.
Outside of academic life, a wide range
of cultural and entertainment events
welcome all students on the campuses
of the University. Sport lovers will not
regret choosing our university either
as we provide an almost all-absorbing
range of sporting facilities. n
Read more at www.edu.unideb.hu or
visit the University booth at Dawn Expo.

Eastern Mediterranean University imparting
quality education

E

ASTERN
Mediterranean
University is located in
North Cyprus. It is the larg
est, oldest and most devel
oped university offering education
through the medium of English on the
island of Cyprus. It was established in
1979 and over the past thirty years has
acquired a solid international reputa
tion. In terms of its student popula
tion, its modern facilities, and the
quality and diversity of its pro
grammes, its growth and accomplish
ments have been extraordinary. EMU
welcomes over 20,000 students from
106 different countries and employs
more than 1100 academic staff from
35 different countries.

Students of EMU benefit from a
wide variety of sports facilities. A
modern stadium with a capacity of
5,000 seats, tartan athletics track,
cardio centre, spinning and TRX
halls and an open area of 66,500 m2
for sports and closed sports complex
with a capacity of 3,500 seats are only
some of the facilities from which stu
dents can benefit.
Eastern Mediterranean University
was ranked within the best five per
cent universities among 25,000 world
universities in 2014 Webometrics
Rankings of World Universities.
The university was also ranked
440th among 5,500 universities
located within the EU countries.

Additionally, in 2014 URAP evalua
tions, EMU took its well-deserved
place within the best 2,000 universi
ties of the world.
EMU is one of only five universities
in the region to have been awarded the
prestigious ABET (Accreditation Boa
rd of Engineering and Technology) in
the field of engineering and it is a
member of many associations such as
EUA (European University Associ
ation), FUIW (The Federation of the
Universities of the Islamic World),
IAU (International Association of
Universities), and many others. n
For more information, please visit www.
emu.edu.tr

California Southern University preparing students
for real world challenges

C

ALIFORNIA Southern Univ
ersity is an online university
designed around the working
professionals who seek to
enrich their lives through higher edu
cation. It’s a globally accessible, U.S.
accredited university, offering under
graduate and graduate distance educa
tion since 1978.
Regionally accredited from the West
ern Association of Schools and Colleges,
Senior College and University Commis
sion (WASC), with additional accredita
tions from its School of Business —
Accreditation Council for Business
Schools and Programs (ACBSP), School
of Nursing from the Commission on
Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE)
and Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CHEA).
California Southern University offers
undergraduate and graduate progr
ammes in the field of Behavioural Scie
nces, Business, Criminal Justice, Law,
Education and Nursing to provide stu
dents with the most practical and
career-relevant pathways. It has an
entire team of faculty mentors who are
professionals in their fields. They work
one-to-one with the students to apply the

coursework to real-world challenges,
using current best practices. In addition
to the faculty mentors, a team of advi
sors and academic staff stands ready to
provide the students with all the per
sonal support to succeed. n
Contact our representatives:
Anastasia Selberis, Vice-President of
Global Relations, Phone: +1 (714)-882-

7860, Email: aselberis@calsouthern.edu
Khalid Hoqoq, Academic Advisor,
Phone: +1 (714) 882 – 7844, Email: khoqoq@calsouthern.edu
Mahmoud
Merheb,
Enrollment
Representative, Phone: +1 (714) 263 –
7508, Email: mmerheb@calsouthern.
edu
You can contact us at: Phone: 00 1 800
477 2254, Email: mmerheb@calsouthern.edu
Facebook:
CalSouthern
–
PK,
Instagram: calsouthern_pk, Website:
https: calsouthern.edu/pakistan/
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Middlesex University Dubai offers a
student experience with a difference

M

IDDLESEX
University
Dubai is the first overseas
campus of the internationally renowned Middlesex University
in London. The campus, which
opened in January 2005, has over
3,200 students from more than 100
different nationalities and offers an
international foundation programme,
along with undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in a wide variety of subject areas including Law,
Psychology, Education, Robotics,
Hospitality,
Tourism,
Com
puter
Engineering, IT, Accounting &
Finance, Marketing, HR, Graphic
Design, Film and Journalism.
It is the first and only university to
offer a face-to-face LLB (British
Qualifying Law) Degree. Middlesex
University is a global university committed to meeting the needs and ambitions of a culturally and internationally

L

diverse range of students, by providing
challenging academic programmes
underpinned by innovative research,
grant and professional practice.
Middlesex University Dubai prepares its students to be professional,
skilled individuals fitted for the modern world, committed to lifelong
learning and able to contribute to the
communities in which they live and
work.
The university offers a student
experience with a difference, and students are able to benefit from more
than 15 sports and social clubs on campus, international field-trips, along
with various extracurricular activities
held both on and off campus.
As well as having all the advantages associated with being a British
university, students studying at the
Dubai campus can benefit from all
the opportunities afforded by a rap-

idly developing modern city in the
heart of the Middle East, while experiencing the diverse nationalities and
cultures that make up the population
of Dubai. Undergraduate students
also have the option to transfer to the
London campus in their second year
of their studies.
The campus is located in Dubai
Knowledge Park, occupying spacious
classrooms and study areas within
four buildings. Dubai Knowledge
Park itself was set up in 2003 for
international institutions that promote learning. Middlesex University
Dubai students, therefore, have the
opportunity to participate in a much
wider student community. n
For more information about the
programmes and the range of
Scholarships and Grants available, visit
www.mdx.ac.ae.

Paving way for your success

EOPARDS Courier Services
have expanded over the years
and now provide a variety of
services to make your life simpler. Leopards is now proud to extend
its association with Dawn Education

Expo. The young students of the society
are the future of the country and we
believe it is significant to provide them
ample guidance and assistance to nurture those minds as they will reshape
our future. We take great privilege in

Safe and Speedy deliveries of your
documents to your
dream university worldwide for a
discounted price of Rs. 2200.

ensuring that we provide a platform to
students be it by our internships, MTO
programme or by assisting them with
our unique services.
Leopards now offer attestation services via Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Get all your documents attested from
MOFA office in Islamabad and get
them delivered to your doorstep.
Furthermore, we now offer fast and
reliable delivery of all your documents
to your university at lowest possible
rates. All our services are carefully
designed to cater your needs.
Be it an urgent delivery or an overland economy service, we take great
care of your goods and ensure their
delivery timely.
With our expansion internationally,
we now deliver to more than 220 locations worldwide Leopards have
emerged as pioneers in the courier
industry and look forward to further
enhance our services with latest technology and solutions. n
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Nazarbayev University producing
academic leaders

AZARBAYEV
University
(NU) was founded by the
first President of the
Re¬public of Kazakhstan
Nursultan Nazarbayev. The university
aims to devel¬op into a research university of international renown combining
education, research and innovation.
Nazarbayev University will educate the
future generations of leaders of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and other countries in science, public administration
and various professions, thus contributing to the future
development of the country.
Vision
To give Kazakhstan and the world the scientists, academics, managers and entrepreneurs they need to prosper and
develop.

Mission
To be a model for higher education reform and modern
research in Kazakh¬stan and to contribute to the establishment of Astana as an international innovation and knowledge hub.
Core values
• Embracing diversity
• Equal access to education
• Merit-based institution
• Integrity
• Professionalism and high ethical principles
• Transparency and openness
Nazarbayev University is a member of the following
global and regional associations in higher education:

F

• International
Association
of
Universities
•A
 sian
Universities
Alliance
(co-founder)
• University Alliance of the Silk Road
(member of the Executive Council)
• European Association for Interna
tional Education (member).
Nazarbayev
University
offers
Foundation programme, 19 undergraduate, 25 master’s and 4 PhD programmes.
International students of NU
• are eligible to apply to University’s scholarships
• r eceive guaranteed accommodation for the duration of
study (conditions apply)
• r eceive a comprehensive welcome and orientation programme including airport pick up
• r eceive a wonderful and deeply enriching experience
with the robust curricula taught in English and developed in compliance with the highest international
standards in strategic partnership with top universities
of the world
• j oin engaging student life with more than 200 student
clubs
•a
 re allowed to work up to 10 hours per week on campus
during the academic year
• receive open access to the library and free of charge use of
E-resources for one year after graduation
• receive access to Career and Advising Center services
(CareerNet, Focus, Counseling sessions)
•h
 ave lifelong university email access to University
• are supported by the Association of International
Students of NU. n

Polytech & RIBTTES

OUNDED in 1899, Peter the
Great St. Petersburg State
Polytechnic University has a
long standing and successful
history of over 100 years.
SPbPU is recognised as Russian
“National Research University” - an
international leader in engineering,
business and economic education with
its most innovative infrastructure.
Research at SPbPU is focussed on
the disciplines of Nuclear Sciences,
Plasma Physics, Robotics, Cyber
netics, Space Exploration, Bioinfo
rmatics, Nanomaterials, International
Business, World Economy, Finance,

Social Sciences and Theory of Law.
SPbPU is currently having 6000+
international students, 290 international partner universities and partnership with world top 100 companies.
SPbPU has nominated RIBTTES in
Pakistan as their official representative for the admissions of Pakistani
students.
“RIBTTES” is a dynamic and reliable platform. With our multi-dimensional abilities, we work to save the
time of Pakistanis going to Russian
organisations for searching best
opportunities and to facilitate in their
documentation and visa processing.

“RIBTTES” brings you cost effective and efficient services for all types
of your plans to visit Russia, study in
Russia and business in Russia. We can
proudly say that “RIBTTES” does
exactly what it claims to do, “When
Russia then RIBTTES”!
SPbPU
in
partnership
with
RIBTTES welcomes Pakistani students to Apply for the Class of 2019 to
study in Russia. n
When Russia then RIBTTES
Office: 391 – Block N, Johar Town Lahore,
Pakistan
Phone: +92 (0)42 35317391 | +92 (0)
309 4444751
Web : www.ribttes.com.pk | https://english.
spbstu.ru/ Email ID: info@ribttes.com.pk
Facebook : www.facebook.com/ribttes/
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EdFolio International Education Consultants — the
key to unlock the golden door of success

B

EING a student is not limited
to borders. An international
exposure is what you need to
reach new heights. EdFolio
helps the students get admission in foreign universities which broadens their
views about the world and their way of
thinking by experiencing different cultures firsthand.
There are many study abroad consultants in Karachi, but none are as promising and dedicated as the members of
Ed
Folio. EdFolio has the best consultants for international education in Kara
chi, Pakistan. It provides smooth oppor-

tunities for students in more than 20 cou
ntries who are looking forward to study
abroad. EdFolio provides full spectrum
services and quality guidance to students: starting from student counselling
session to their final visa interview and
first session in their dream university.
Our aim is to appease the guardian
and their ward to fulfill the dream of qua
lity education abroad with affordability.
We always work according to the criterion given to us from the first meeting
then we analyse the needs and give full
support 24/7. We operate from Karachi
with two branches and a fully exp
e

EdFolio provides worldwide scholarships
up to 30 per cent in world’s leading
education countries like Australia,
Canada, UK and USA. Moreover, it
provides services for free study in
Germany and 100 per cent scholarship
in China (Bachelors and Masters both)
providing the students with the
opportunities for personal growth and
development by gaining self-confidence
and life experience.

rienced team is available at both our bra
nches i.e at Gulshan-e-Iqbal and DHA.
We believe in quality, assurance,
trust and reliability. Our process to enr
oll students in universities is crystal
clear. We send them through a channel
pathway designed by our expert counsellors through which students get desi
red guidelines and help for their future.
EdFolio also provides worldwide sch
olarships up to 30 per cent in world’s
leading education countries like Aus
tralia, Canada, UK and USA. Moreover,
we provide services for Free study in
Germany and 100 per cent scholarship
in China (Bachelors and Masters both)
providing the students with the opportunities for personal growth and development by gaining self-confidence and
life experience.
We work in collaboration with: USA
(University of Illinois Chicago, Adelphi
University, UMass Boston); UK (Univ
ersity of West of England, Coventry
University, Sunderland University);
Australia (Cambridge International
College, Southern Cross University);
Germany (GISMA, IUBH, SRH Hoch
schule); Malaysia (UCSI, APU, Limk
okwing); Ireland (Dublin City Univ
ersity,
Technological
University
Dublin); Turkey (Antalya Bilim Univ
ersity); China (Dalian Medical Univ
ersity, Weifang University of Science
and Technology, University of South
China, Shenyang Aerospace Unive
rsity); Ukraine (Ternopil Medical State
University, Kyiv Salvonic University);
Canada (University of Manitoba, Univ
ersity of Regina); Netherlands (Amst
erdam University of Applied Sciences)
“Are you getting low bands in IELTS
or fewer marks in German language?
Or finding it difficult to get high
marks?” You don’t need to worry anymore as EdFolio is here to help you out.
It will offer you complete guidance on
IELTS and German Language A1 /A2
level programmes with its quality
teaching staff and expert faculties.
So, what are you waiting for? The clo
cks are ticking; no more delays! Come
and avail the opportunity to study
abroad with Edfolio as it will be an experience worth remembering. n

Goethe-Institut Pakistan bridging the
gap between Germany and Pakistan

T

HE Goethe-Institut is the cultural institute of
the Federal Republic of Germany with a
global reach. We promote knowledge of the
German language abroad and foster international cultural cooperation. We convey a comprehensive picture of Germany by providing information on
Germany’s cultural, social and political life. Through
our network of Goethe-Institutes, Goethe Centres, cultural societies and reading rooms, alongside our examination and language learning centre, we perform the
principal tasks of cultural and educational policy

international career. Particularly committed students are helped even more — by being invited to
regional workshops or three- week youth courses
in Germany.

abroad. We work in partnership with public and private cultural bodies, the German federal states and
municipalities, and the corporate sector. We draw on
the rich variety of our many-faceted open society and
Germany’s lively culture. Here the Goethe-Institut in
Karachi closely cooperates with its Pakistani partners
as it does with the Annemarie-Schimmel-Haus, the
Goethe-Zentrum, in Lahore.

Adab Festival Pakistan, with
Peter Pannke and Stefan Weidner

Language Department
Our Language Department offers classes for German
as a foreign language for beginners and advanced
learners as well as executive courses for companies in
modern amenities, including the classrooms equipped
with ‘Interactive Touch’ screens and internet connection, and takes central examinations which are recognised worldwide. In addition to language skills social
and cultural aspects are being taught as well. GoetheInstitut, is offering weekend and online classes for professionals.
Schools: Partners for the Future (PASCH)
In February 2008, the Federal Foreign Office
launched the “Schools: Partners for the Future”
(PASCH) initiative. The aim of PASCH is to create and
strengthen a global network of some 1500 partner
schools with special links to Germany.
This is designed to arouse and sustain young people’s
interest in and enthusiasm for modern-day Germany
and the German language — especially in the priority
regions of Asia, the Middle East and Central and
Eastern Europe. At present there are seven partner
schools in Pakistan and about 5000 students at these
schools are learning German language.
The “Schools: Partners for the Future” initiative is
an attractive opportunity for students at partner
schools to learn the German language at an early age
and become familiar with the culture of Germanspeaking countries.
The fact is, learning German means learning a
foreign language with a clear perspective. Anyone
who can speak German cannot only communicate
with 119 million people worldwide in their native
language, but is also laying the foundations for
university studies in Germany and a subsequent

Programme Department
The Programme Department of the Goethe-Institut
Pakistan is vigorous in promoting cultural activities in
Karachi and Pakistan. During the coming weeks the
Goethe Institut is bringing the following programmes:

1st-3rd Feb 2019

Lahore Literary Festival
“Heidelberg – UNESCO
City of Literature”			
22nd - 24th Feb 2019
Dance performance —
Meg Stuart: Violet

23rd Feb 2019

Sunday Matinees at		
Capri Cinema			

One Sunday
every Month

Exhibition: 			
Marcel Odenbach			

16th March 2019
at Alliance

NAPA International Theatre and Music Festival 2019
Corinne Jaber, Oh My Sweet Land
Staatstheater Karlsruhe, The Year of the Fish
The Playlist			
12th – 31st March 2019
Exhibition: Arrival City Karachi

24th April 2019

Exhibition “Is it possible to live
outside of language?”

20th August 2019

Karachi Biennale, with contribution by artists from
Germany
Exhibition by SAVVY Contemporary 26 Oct – 8 Nov 2019
• All programmes are subject to change
Information Centre
The library of the Goethe-Institut Pakistan provides
information about current aspects of cultural, social
and political life in Germany. The library offers a broad
spectrum of German literature, language learning
material & travel books on Germany.
Up-to-date newspapers and magazines, a selection of
German films (with English subtitles) and e-library with
more than 25,000 e-material cater for the information
needs of the visitors. The library assists with questions concerning studying in Germany. Library membership is only
Rs 1200/- per annum. n
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German universities providing quality education
at affordable costs

ERMANY is one of the
most sought-after destinations for students from
Pakistan. In the winter
semester 2016/2017, nearly 4,000
students
from
Pakistan
were
enrolled at German universities, and
the number continues to rise. Many
of them are going for a degree in
sciences and engineering — for very
good reasons. A lot of technologies
and products that we meet in our
daily life have been developed in
Germany: the automobile, the free
programmable computer and the
Aspirin just being some examples
taken from hundreds of inventions
German scientists and engineers
contributed to our modern world.
They did not only make Germany
one of the leading industrial nations.
They also demonstrate the high
capacity of German higher education. The German higher education
system stands out with a wide range
of different kinds of higher education institutions. More than 400 public and nationally accredited universities offer a total of more than
18.000 degree courses, many of them
with English as the language of
instruction. Many German universities have also strong links with the
industry.
The excellent training offered at
German universities is one of the
strongest points in German higher

education, and it is based on the traditional close unity of research and
teaching. Leading researchers teach
at the universities both in undergraduate and graduate courses and
thus pass on the very latest knowledge to their students.
Vice versa, students are also encouraged in their independent academic
pursuits from an early stage. Once a
student starts his undergraduate programme, he will not only acquire
knowledge but will also be introduced
to research work right from the beginning.
Secondly, higher education is
focussed on problem solving, and
students are encouraged to develop
solutions and to question given
answers. This allows a lot of flexibility in the further academic and professional career. Last but not least,
German universities are embedded
in the inspiring landscape of German
high tech industry. Many recent
developments have been achieved as
joint projects of industry and academia. Resources available through
these partnerships add to the excellently equipped teaching and
research facilities at the universities.
All German universities display a
high standard of research and teaching and offer degree programmes of
comparable quality. According to a
recent survey, 85 per cent of the

international students are satisfied
with the quality of teaching. As
many degree programmes do not
come with tuition fees and living
expenses in Germany are manageable, the country offers sound academic training at affordable costs.
The German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD), being a registered
association comprising most German
institutions of higher education, promotes international academic excha
nge, organizes study and research
marketing, and is the largest funding organization in the world.

AusPak International
Continued from Page 8
as members of our team.
• We have about 30 experienced counsellors in all of our branches.
• We have great and hardworking team
of counsellors who motivate students
and help them choose the right path.
Our performance
• We have placed more than 16,000 students at top ranked universities.
• One-stop shop concept to meet all students’ needs.
• All universities are affiliated with
Australian Government body.
• You can get your credit transfer in

these universities.
•M
 ost of the universities have on campus job shops.
• Internship programmes are offered by
universities.
• Minimum two years of study helps you
out to get PSW.
Pre-departure and post-departure services
• AusPak provides comprehensive assistance in admissions as well as visa facilitation and conducts free visa information sessions on a regular basis.
• Verifying students’ educational
and financial backgrounds thus filtering out bogus applicants to
ensure quality students to our part-

Within Pakistan, the DAAD
Information Center Islamabad is
the central gateway for students
and researchers interested in going
to Germany. In line with our concept “Change by Exchange”, we
aim to increase the academic
exchange
and
collaboration
between Pakistan and Germany in
order that both countries may learn
and take profit from each other’s
competence and expertise.
We believe that exchange between
countries and individuals supports
mutual understanding, and that

ner institutions.
•S
 tudents through AusPak get an opportunity to consider a wide range of
courses which suit and compliment
their individual profiles through our
experienced counselors. AusPak provides access to a wide variety of quality
institutions it represents.
• Counsellors at AusPak ensure best
suitable institution and course based
upon specific needs of the students
thus maximising their study abroad
experience.
• Finally providing pre and post departure briefings and arranging appropriate accommodation if required.
• Language testing services. n
Contact us: Email: info@auspak.edu.pk
Landline nos. +92 42 3583 9326 I 9143 I 8509
WhatsApp: +92 336 480 2342
Website: www.auspak.edu.pk

international cooperation plays a big
part in enhancing political and
social progress. Our goal is to attract
even more students and researchers
from both countries to discover the
opportunities, perspectives and cultural diversity of the other side.
Information about studying in
Germany is available from various
sources: Please visit http://www.
study-in.de, our central gateway for
prospective students with comprehensive information on all aspects of
the subject, including a database
with all programmes available. n

RMIT
University
Continued from Page 8
develop new skills and connect
with people who share your
interests.
Why study at RMIT
By choosing RMIT, you’re
choosing a global university
recognised for leadership and
innovation
in
technology,
design and enterprise.
At RMIT you’ll learn from
experts in your field of study,
while benefitting from our
strong industry connections

For prospective researchers in Germany,
for ongoing PhD students, PostDocs and
senior researchers, we have created a similar gateway that is available on www.
research-in-germany.de .
If you would like to contact us personally,
we are available for off- and online communication at our DAAD Information
Center Islamabad, Pakistan. You can
either write an e-mail to us (info@daad.
org.pk), call us on our phone (0512656382) or visit our Facebook Page
“DAAD Pakistan” where we regularly
publish news and opportunities on studying and doing research in Germany.

and a curriculum influenced by
the latest industry trends.
Here are some of the ways in
which we prepare our graduates to take on the world:
Industry connections
Over 50 per cent of RMIT programmes offer internships,
placements and industry work
experience at companies ranging from L’Oréal to the United
Nations. Our curriculum is
designed to let you put theory
into practice by working alongside some of the world’s leading
organisations and developing
the skills employers value most.
Study in the heart of the world’s
most liveable city
Founded in 1887, RMIT has

grown alongside the City of
Melbourne. Our largest campus is in the heart of
Melbourne’s CBD and within
easy reach of everything the
city has to offer. RMIT is home
to approximately 12,000 international students from more
than 100 countries and when
you study at RMIT you’re part
of a vibrant and welcoming
university filled with social,
cultural, sporting and recreation activities.
At RMIT we encourage students to satisfy their curiosity about the world while
developing the skills and
direct industry experience
that sets our graduates apart
and make employers sit up
and take notice. n
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A gateway to Canadian education
in the heart of Dubai

ANADIAN University Dubai
(CUD) offers talented students a dedicated gateway to
the elite higher education
system of North America. As the first
accredited Canadian university outside of Canada, each of our academic
programmes provides unique opportunities to start your higher education
closer to home in the UAE, then transfer with credit to one of our 25
Canadian partner institutions.
With a reputation for academic excel-

and entrepreneurship.
Alongside accreditation from the
UAE Ministry of Education — Higher
Education Affairs, CUD is the only university outside of Canada to award a
dual degree from Dubai and Canada in
certain academic programmes.
Across each of our undergraduate
faculties — Management; Engineering
and Architecture; and Communication,
Arts and Sciences, students benefit
from an education grounded in
Canadian curriculum, practices and

into leadership roles. Our campus location in the heart of Dubai’s downtown
business district means that our graduate students can develop their workplace skills in a dynamic place of work.
CUD is committed to upholding the
strong Canadian principles of inclusive
education and our scholarship programmes offer assistance to those with
individual educational needs and
financial challenges, as well as supporting students with special talents
and high academic achievers.

HSE University — a
centre of excellence

E
lence, CUD also presents the perfect
opportunity to gain world-class education in a world-renowned city. Students
can choose to complete their entire programme in Dubai and benefit from an
education ranked 42nd overall, 8th in
the UAE and 2nd in Dubai, based on the
2019 QS Ranking for the Arab region.
A unique grouping of academic
schools combined with industry-experienced, international faculty position
the university as an exceptional institution for teaching, research, scholarship

principles and set in a vibrant, multicultural environment. These factors combine to make CUD a leader in graduate
employability, which at 93% is on a par
with elite institutions in Europe and
North America.
At graduate studies level, our flagship
MBA programme and unique Master in
Information Technology Management
and Governance offer students the
opportunity to specialise in discreet
business disciplines at executive professional level, to advance their careers

This inclusive approach is reflected
in both academic and extracurricular
activities. Each of our programmes is
offered on a flexible schedule to accommodate family and professional commitments, with evening and weekend
classes available at both undergraduate and graduate levels. Our multicultural campus community promotes a
diverse programme of extracurricular
activities that combine with our academic credentials to deliver an outstanding student experience. n

STABLISHED in 1992, the
National Research Unive
rsity Higher School of Econ
omics (HSE University) is
now one of the largest higher education
institutions in Russia. The university
has become a leader on the educational
market and continues to develop and
grow. The QS World University Ran
kings 2018-2019 has ranked the Higher
School of Economics 343rd among the
world’s universities and the 8th in
Russia. Furthermore, HSE is ranked
38th among the young universities in
the world and as a top young university
in Russia. Economics and econometrics, finance, sociology, political scien
ces, mathematics and computer science are the preeminent academic
subjects offered at HSE.
More than 40 thousand students,
including postgraduates, study at the
HSE University campuses in Moscow,
Saint-Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod
and Perm. The university trains professionals in 80 undergraduate and 165
graduate programmes.
The Higher School of Economics
offers students a unique opportunity to
pursue a double degree or parallel

degree with the University of London,
the London School of Economics and
Political Science, and Kuyng Hee
University in Seoul. Upon completion
of these programmes, graduates are
awarded a diploma from both HSE and
the partner university. Such accolades
provide a high level of professional
mobility and give graduates a unique
advantage, both in academia and on

the international job market.
The HSE University is an open university for students from all over the
world. More than 3000 international
students from 76 countries currently
study at HSE. There is a range of different options for international entrants,
including a Preparatory Year programme to learn Russian and focus on
subjects related to the student’s chosen
field of study, and a plethora of Englishtaught undergraduate and graduate
programmes.
Since the establishment a quarter of
a century ago, 65 thousand students
have successfully graduated from the
HSE University. This is a concrete
proof of the value of the HSE
diploma on the job market, facilitating graduates’ rapid and successful career development in
the leading Russian and foreign
companies.
More than 500 fundamental
and applied research projects and
more than 1000 social research
projects are conducted annually
at the HSE University. The HSE
researchers and teachers regularly publish their articles in the
most reputable and cited international journals. The university
also provides access to more than
18 thousand different periodicals
and serials, rendering its library
unique among Russian higher
education institutions. n

